a new concept from hallicrafters

a complete AM/CW station...

**HT 40 TRANSMITTER**

This handsome transmitter gives excellent CW and AM performance with easy tuning and neat styling.

Price: HT 40 KIT, £43  Fully Wired and Tested, £52

**FEATURES**

D.C. output 75 watts T.V.I. filtered. Fully band-switched covering the 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 metre amateur bands.

**VALVE LINE UP**

6DQ5, 6C8X crystal Osc, and driver; 12AX7 speech amp., 6DE7 modulator; silicon H.T. rectifiers.

**CONTROLS**

Function switch (A.C. off, tune, standby, AM., CW); band selector; drive control plate tuning; plate loading crystal V.F.O. switch; grid/plate current metre; pilot lamp.

---

**SX 140 RECEIVER**

This receiver has been designed as a matching unit to the HT 40 transmitter and covers the amateur bands from 80-10 metres and also the American 6 metre band.

Price: SX 140 KIT, £50  Fully Wired & Tested, £55.10.0

**FEATURES**

High sensitivity; sharp selectivity; complete with R.F. stage, S-meter, aerial trimmer and crystal calibrator; tuning ratio 25 : 1.

**VALVE LINE UP**


**CONTROLS**

Tuning, aerial trimmer; cal. reset; function; band selector; cal. on/off; R.F. gain; A.N.L. on/off; selectivity; B.F.O.; audio gain; S-meter adjust; phone jack.
THE NEW EDDYSTONE

General Purpose Communications Receiver

LIST PRICE

MODERN STYLING AND PRESENTATION

GREATER EASE OF TUNING AND FREQUENCY RESOLUTION

LINEAR SCALES AND BETTER BANDSPREAD

IMPROVED ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE

HIGH QUALITY WORKMANSHIP AND CONSTRUCTION

ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE GIVES SPECIFICATION AND FULL DETAILS

STRATTON & CO.LTD · BIRMINGHAM · 31.
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

with MOSLEY AERIALS

The Three Band Beam that will give your signal that DX punch... for 10, 15 and 20 metres. Maximum legal amateur power. Low SWR with high gain and front-to-back ratio. Fully rust and corrosion proof.

MODEL TA-36

COMMAND YOUR BAND

with a MOSLEY POWERMASTER AERIAL

For 10, 15 or 20 metres... with low SWR over entire bandwidth, 100% rust-proof... aluminium elements and boom... stainless steel hardware... high impact polystyrene insulators... all the finest... all built to last!

MODEL A-320

new! 7-Band SWL/DX Dipole Kit

for 11, 13, 16, 19, 25, 31, 49 meters

Here's a low cost 7-band receiving dipole aerial kit that will pick up those hard-to-get DX stations. Everything included... just attach the wires and you're on the air! Weatherproof traps enclosed in Poly-Chem for stable all-weather performance.

MODEL SWL-7

Complete with

8 Trap Assemblies
Transmission Line Connector
Insulators
45 ft. No. 16 Tinned Copper Wire
100 ft. of 75 ohm twin lead

AUSTRALIA
HANCECORD AUSTRALASIA PTY. LTD.
Kyle House, 31 Macquarie Place,
Sydney

DENMARK
HANS HOLTMAN, OZ9DC
SØBAKKEN 27,
Charlottenlund

RHODESIA
OSMO A., WHO 0HŽTK
Salisbury,
Rhodesia

FINLAND
STUDIO FOUR
Laajalahdenkatu 24 A,
Mukkiniemi

O. J. Russell, G3BHJ, Manager

Mosley Electronics Ltd. 15 Reepham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, Telephone 45069
P.C.R. COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. 4-valve. Frequency coverage on three bands: 850-2,000 mc., 190-550 mc., 6-18 mc. Super slow motion drive. Aerial trimmer, volume and tone controls. Output for 3 ohm speaker or phones. Available as follows:—All NEW WITH BUILT-IN SPEAKER, £7 19s. 6d. USED BUT IN FIRST CLASS CONDITIONS WITH BUILT-IN SPEAKER, £6 19s. 6d, carriage 10/- extra on all models. All models can be supplied with a built-in power unit for operation on 200/250 volts A.C. at an additional cost of 32/- or, alternatively, the original plug A.C. mains power units are available at 35/- extra.

R.C.A. PLATE TRANSFORMERS. Primary 200/250 volts. Secondary 1,000, 1,500, 2,000 volts. 500mA. New and boxed, 68/10/- each, carriage 10/-.

PARMEKO TABLE TOP TRANSFORMERS. Primary 230 volts. Secondary 620-0-620 volts, 250mA carriage 10/-.

BRAND NEW MISCROS COUPLING DEVICES. 200/250 volts A.C. at an additional cost of 39/6 with a built-in power unit for operation on mains power units are available at 35/- extra. Registered post 1/- extra on all models.

NEW AND BOXED MINE DETECTORS, No. 4A. Will detect all types of metal. Supplied complete and tested with instructions. 39/6 each. Carriage 10/- Batteries 8/- extra.

FIELD TELEPHONES. TYPE B. Ideal for all intercom systems. Two line connection. Supplied fully tested and complete with batteries and wooden carrying case, £4 19s. 6d per pair. P/P 3/-.

UNIVERSAL AMMETERS. All models are offered in first class condition throughout, fully tested and checked, guaranteed perfect and are supplied with instructions, leads and batteries.

MODEL “D” — 34 RANGE £8 19s. 6d
MODEL “H” — 30 RANGE £7 12s.
MODEL “S” — 20,000 /VOLTS 16 gns.
Registered post 1/- extra on all models.

HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER D, No. 3. Frequency coverage 1.3-19.2 mc. Operation 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts A.C. Supplied complete with calibration charts, crystal, valves, leads and batteries and some spares, £9 19s. 6d each, carriage 10/-.

BRAND NEW 100 MICROAMP METERS. Standard 21/- flush panel mounting. Calibrated 0-100 microamps, 42/6 each. P/P 1/3.

MINIATURE PANEL METERS. Entirely new range of meters with clear plastic case. 1½ in. square fronts. Panel hole 1½ in. dia. Brand new guaranteed.

MODEL 50 microamp ... ... ... ... £9 19s. 6d
500 microamp ... ... ... ... £12 10s.
1 milliamp ... ... ... ... £17 15s.
V.F.O. meter — 100-0-1000 kHz. £4 15s.
4½ in. meter. Range “5” units: 0-9 terminating + 10 and + 30 db.
0-5 and 0-10 linear scale ... ... ... ... ... ... £3 5s.
G.E.C. SELECTEST MULTI-RANGE TEST METERS. 1,000-0-1,000 volts A.C./D.C. 37 ranges. Fitted with automatic cut-out. Supplied in perfect order complete with batteries and leads, £9 19s. 6d each. Registered post 1/- extra.

BC-142 FREQUENCY METERS. 125 kc/s—20 mc. As new condition. Supplied complete with valves, crystal and calibration charts. £16 10s. carriages 7/6. Also available less charts only £9 19s. 6d each.

AR.BID RECEIVERS. World famous receiver offered in first class condition, fully reconditioned. Frequency coverage 550 kc/s. to 32 mc/s. Operation 110-200-250 volts A.C. Price £3 15s. each, carriage 30/-.

AR.BID SPARES. Complete wavechange switch assembly complete with screen, new and boxed, 17½ each. P/P 2/6. New and boxed, 1st I.F. transformers, 3/6 each. P/P 9d.

CR.100 RECEIVERS. Frequency coverage on 6 bands, 60 kc/s. to 30 mc/s. Operation 200-250 volts A.C. Supplied reconditioned and in perfect order. Price £2 11s., carriage 15/-.

CR.100 SPARES KITS. Contains 15 valves, resistor and condenser packs, plug, output transformer, etc. All new and boxed, 59 10/- each. P/P 3/-.

COLLARO STUDIO TAPE TRANSCRIBERS. Latest model, three speeds, 14, 3½ and 7½. Supplied brand new guaranteed with instructions and 7½ spare spool. Price 10 gns. P/P 3/-.

NATIONAL H.R.O. RECEIVERS. Senior model, table mounting. £27 6s. 8d. As new condition. Supplied complete set of 9 coils covering 50 kc/s. to 30 mc/s. Supplied in first class condition, fully reconditioned, 21 gns each, carriage 10/-, Power units to operate on 200-250 volts A.C., extra 39/-.

Presenting the NEW Labgear TOPBANDER

Representing the finest value available on the market today

FEATURING

★ Plate and Screen Modulation with considerably increased "Talk Power"
★ Improved ease of operation
★ Calibrated V.F.O. 1.8-2.0 Mcs.
★ Maximum input on both 'Phone and C.W.
★ 75 ohm co-ax output
★ Completely self-contained with modulator and A.C. mains power supply
★ Printed circuit for efficiency and reliability

Labgear Limited

CROMWELL ROAD
CAMBRIDGE
ENGLAND

One of the PYE Group of Companies
Minimitter Proudly Announce... the **SB7M TRANSMITTER**

A new concept in S.S.B. Equipment

Absolutely stable operation using the very latest 7360 Electrostatic Deflection Tubes.

No spurious responses from mixer stages.

Both Upper and Lower sidebands available at the turn of a switch.

No compromises on A.M. operation.

Vox and Anti. Trip, built-in. (Independent of Transmitter Controls).

Packaged Unit Construction, with printed circuits for maximum long term stability.

PLUS — Compatibility with earlier Minimitter A.M. Transmitters.

**ALSO**

- A revolutionary new ALL-BAND aerial — 5 Bands, no compromises — PLUS Power Gain.
- A New 20 Metre Beam Aerial, with adaptations for your present Mini-beam 10/15.

Come and see this new equipment for the Amateur at the Radio Hobbies Exhibition: November 22nd–25th, or write for details (S.A.E. please) to:

**MINIMITTER CO. LTD.**
37 DOLLIS HILL AVENUE, LONDON, N.W.2.
Tel. PADDINGTON 2160
Callers to 16 St. Michael's St., Paddington, W.2.

---

**EVERYTHING FOR THE ENTHUSIAST**

**AERIAL EQUIPMENT**

**TWIN FEEDER.** 300 ohm twin ribbon feeder similar K25, 6d. per yard. £3.55 Telcon (round) 1/6 per yard. Post on above feeder and cable, 1/6 any length.

**COPPER WIRE.** 14G, H/D, 140 ft., 17/-; 70 ft., 8/6, post and packing 2/-. Other lengths pro rata.

**RIBBED GLASS 3" AERIAL INSULATORS.** 1/9 each, P. & P. 1/6 up to 12.

**FEEDER SPREADERS.** 6" Ceramic type F.S., 10d. each. Postage 1/6 up to 12.

**CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles, Type AT, 1/6 each. P. & P. 1/6.**

**2 METRE BEAM, 5 element W.S. Yagi.** Complete in box with 1" to 24" masthead bracket. Price 49/- P. & P. 3/6.

**SUPER AERIAL, 70/80 ohm coax.** 300 watt very low loss, 1/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/-. For THE DX ENTHUSIAST.

**FOR THE MOBILEER ROTARY TRANSFORMERS**

**MOSLEY TRAP BEAMS Vertical 3 Band V3 ... £7 10s.**

3 Band JEL Beam TA 33 dr. £24 15s. Also the NEW Single Band Power Beams. Send for details. 50 ohm, 300w. 1" coax Low loss. Ideal for Mosley and other beams. 1/9 per yd. P. & P. 2/-.

---

**CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.**

Dept. ‘S,’ 110 Dale End, Birmingham. CENTRAL 1635

---

**BAND CHECKER MONITOR**

This new, sensitive, absorption wavemeter is fitted with a 0-500 microammeter and is also a most useful phone monitor. Covers 3.5-35 mc/s. in 3 switched bands. A "MUST" AT ONLY 3 gns.

---

**FOUR FOR THE MOBILEER**

**ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS.** 3.00 to 35.00 Mc/s. In 3 Switched Bands. 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 Mc/s. Ham Bands marked on scale. Complete with indicator bulb. A MUST for any Ham Shack. ONLY 22/6 EACH. Post free.

**VARIABLE CONDENSERS.** All brass with ceramic end plates and ball race bearings. 50pf, 5/9, 100-6/6, 160, 7/6, 240, 8/6, and 300pf, 9/6. Each 2/- P. & P. 2/-. For the DX Enthusiast.

**GEOLOSO VFO UNITS.** 4/102 with new dial and escutcheon. Outputs on 80, 40, 20, 15, 10. For 2-807 or 6146 Tubes. Only 24/- 3 valves to suit, 24/-, ALL POST FREE.

**TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE.** Type MLI (100 lbs.) 2d. per yard, or 12/6 for 100 yards. Type ML2 (220 lbs.) 4d. per yard, or 25/- per 100 yards, post free.

**RACK MOUNTING PANELS:** 19" x 5", 7", 10", or 14" black crackle finish. 5/9, 6/6, 7/6, 9/- respectively, P. & P. 2/-.

**NATIONAL HRO CRYSTAL FILTER UNITS.** 45 kc/s with Crystal, Sel, and Phasing Controls. New, boxed, only 19/- P. & P. 1/6.

**GELOSO VFO UNITS.** 4/102 with new dial and escutcheon. Outputs on 80, 40, 20, 15, and 10. For 2-807 or 6146 Tubes. Only £8 5s. 0. 3 valves to suit, 24/-, ALL POST FREE.

**MIKE CABLE.** 1st Grade, 9d. yd. plus postage.

---

© No. C.O.D. on orders under £1. Please print name and address.
TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS - Available from stock

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO... 8s. 1d.
ANTENNA HANDBOOK (Published by A.R.R.L.) (9th Edition) 19s. 0d.
A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS (4th Edition) 10s. 6d.
AUTOMOBILE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 31s. 0d.
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS 18s. 3d.
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK 24s. 0d.
BETTER SHORT WAVE RECESSION CALL BOOK (G's only) 4s. 0d.
CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS—GENEVA Official, 10kc-40Mc, 51” x 34” 8s. 3d.
COMMAND TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS 12s. 6d.
DXERAMA (3rd Edition) 16s. 9d.
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS 17s. 3d.
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS (13th Edition) pp. 112 3s. 10d.
HAMS INTERPRETER (Published by OH2ISO) (4th Edition) 7s. 0d.
HINTS AND KINKS, Vol. 6 11s. 0d.
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR★ 5s. 0d.
HOW TO LISTEN 7s. 0d.
HOW TO GET THE BEST OF YOUR TAPE RECORDER 9s. 1d.
LEARNING MUSE 1s. 9d.
LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH CODE★ 4s. 6d.
LOG BOOKS Spiral bound (Published by A.R.R.L.★) 7s. 6d.
MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CQ) 24s. 0d.
MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.) 23s. 0d.
NEW SIDE BAND HANDBOOK (Published by CQ, latest issue) 25s. 0d.
NOVICE HANDBOOK, TX and Rx 25s. 0d.
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION (Published by A.R.R.L.)★ 3s. 10d.
PORTABLE TRANSISTOR RECORDER 5s. 0d.
QUAD ANTENNAS 23s. 0d.
RADIO AMATEUR YEAR BOOK 4s. 0d.
RADIO AMATEUR'S EXAMINATION MANUAL 6s. 0d.
RADIO CONTROL HANDBOOK 18s. 9d.
RADIO DATA CHARTS 11s. 3d.
RADIO DESIGNERS HANDBOOK (Published by U.S. Government) 1,098 pp. (F. Langford Smith) 57s. 6d.
RADIO INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION... 11s. 3d.
RADIO VALVE DATA (New Edition now available) 6s. 0d.
5—9 SIGNALS 8s. 6d.
SCATTER PROPAGATION THEORY AND PRACTICE (H. W. Sams) 25s. 0d.
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS For The Beginner 6s. 0d.
SHORT WAVE & THE IONOSPHERE 11s. 9d.
SINGLE SIDE BAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.) 14s. 6d.
STEREO HANDBOOK 11s. 4d.
SURPLUS HANDBOOK (New Edition) 21s. 0d.
SURPLUS CONVERSION MANUAL 24s. 0d.
SURPLUS HANDBOOK 24s. 0d.
TELEVISION EXPLAINED 12s. 6d.
THE OSCILLOSCOPE 18s. 6d.
THE RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK O (Data Publications) (New Edition) 3s. 10d.
THE RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND (H. W. Sams) 64s. 0d.
TRANSISTORS THEORY AND PRACTICE (Published by Goundation) 23s. 0d.
TRANSISTOR THEORY AND PRACTICE (Published by World Radio Handbook) 9s. 6d.
TRANSISTOR TECHNIQUES (Gernsback) 12s. 6d.
UHF ANTENNA, CONVERTERS AND TUNERS 12s. 6d.
VHF HANDBOOK (Orr and Wos) 23s. 0d.
VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CQ) 28s. 0d.
WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK, 1961 Edition 216 pages 17s. 9d. (∗ Not strictly applicable under U.K. conditions)

LATEST ISSUES

New and Greater Edition of the

RADIO HANDBOOK (15th Edition)
Published by Editors & Engineers, W6-U.S.A. 800 pages, durable binding. Price 68s. 6d. postal free, from stock.

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK

The CALL BOOK is published in two parts: American Section only, at 45s. postal free; Foreign (non-American) Section at 27s. postal free. Both Editions now appear quarterly and include latest callsign/address listings for all countries, with much DX data. The two section together at 65s. postal free.

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD

(Mercator Projection)

Much DX Information — In Colour, 8s. 6d. postal free — Second Edition

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Department
55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone ABBEY 5341

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK

1961 EDITION—700 pages, fully indexed
Published by the American Radio Relay League
(See review p. 421 October issue)
Price (standard binding) 34s. 6d. postal free
Bound in Buckram, de luxe, 44s. 6d.

DX ZONE MAP

Latest Revision
(Great Circle, centred U.K.)
Linen Backed (de luxe) 11s. 9d. postal free

MAGAZINES BY SUBSCRIPTION

One Year:
73 MAGAZINE 30s. 0d.
AUDIO 40s. 0d.
*Q O, RADIO AMATEUR'S JOURNAL ELECTRONICS (Trade only) 160s. 0d.
POPULAR MECHANICS 39s. 0d.
POPULAR SCIENCE 48s. 0d.
OST, ARRIL 45s. 0d.
HIGH FIDELITY 56s. 0d.
ELECTRONICS WORLD (formerly "Radio and Television News") 48s. 0d.
RADIO ELECTRONICS 49s. 0d.
"ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN!(Trade only) 65s. 0d.
TELEVISION. 55s. 0d.

*Binders for QO 30s. 0d.
Post free, ordinary mail only
Subscription Service for all American Radio and Technical Periodicals
TESTGEAR COMPONENTS (London) LTD

2 & 4 Earlham Street, London, W.C.2. (Camberwell Circus)
A few minutes walk from Leicester Square or Tottenham Court Road Underground Stations.
Telephone No. TEM 1189.

HOURS OF BUSINESS. Open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Friday. Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

TRANSMITTERS. We have purchased a manufacturer's stock of transmitters and offer them at the following low prices:

GOLTOP V50/100P 3 amp. switch or audio. Price 7/6.


RECEIVERS. Contact cooled bridge rectifiers output 250V. 120 ma. Price 5/6. Transformer for same with 1.5Kw. 3A. winding. Price 8/6.

VALVES. We carry comprehensive stocks of all popular R/X and T/X tubes, with 14 valves and 3 relays. Price 25/-, 24v. Dynamotor, 7 extra. I /6 each. Includes two 9004, one 9005, and Transducer, as used in Wireless World Wobbulator. Price 6/6. Receiver Unit, ex above, includes two 9004 A's. Price 5/6. Audio Amplifier also available, includes two 12AX7. Price 5/-.

RECTIFIERS. Spot on crystals in 10X2 holders. Price 10/- each. Or within ± 5 Kc/s. of 9 Mc/s. Price 6/6 each. Sockets 9d. each.

10X AND 10XJ CRYSTALS. An even wider range than previously are now available. Send for our list with new supplement.

CRYSTAL FREQUENCY STANDARDS. 10X type. 500 Kc/s., 6 Mc/s. 1,000 Kc/s., 15/-.

50 MICROAMP METERS. Made by Sangamo Weston. Brand new. Type S.145. Scale: 3-423. 850 ohms resistance. Four scales Operated by lever "Set Zero". 0-300 easily coupled to rotary range switch by cord or lever. A gift at 20/- easily adjusted to ±5-0-25 microamps.


R.F. CHOSES. Type (1) 2.5 MH, 250 ma. pie wound. Price 2/6. Type (2) 1.5 MH pie wound, 50 ma. Price 1/-.

B.C.221 FREQUENCY METERS. In perfect condition, complete with original calibration chart, £1 cash, or £3 deposit and 6 monthly payments of 45/-.

TYPE 46 TRANSCIEVERS. The best bargain for many years. These fine Walkie Talkies are now available in new condition, complete with all accessories at a give-away price. Three-Channel Crystal controlled T/X and R/X, supplied complete with one pair crystals, coil box, rod aerial, leads and plugs, balanced armature headset with throat mike. 1 watt output. Coverage: 3.6-4.3 Mc/s. or 6.7-7.6 Mc/s. by means of Plug-in Coil Box. Inland buyers supplied with crystals, with 7 Mc/s. band (state which required) other frequencies available for export. Requires only 15v. battery. Range over 10 miles. Full instructions and circuit supplied. These units have been "demobbed" by removal of the "Send Receive" switch. A replacement switch with fitting instructions is supplied. We offer this fine unit with all accessories as listed above at the ridiculous price of £30/- or two for £57/6. Batteries are available at 2/6 per set.

TIME SWITCHES. Type (2) Venero 14 day clockwork Time Switches. One make and one break every 24 hours. Complete with key, 5 amp. contacts. Price 32/6. Type (3) Plains Driven Time Switches. By first rate manufacturer. 200/250V, 50C, 10 amp. contacts, 45/-.

R.F. CABLES. £3/d. 52 ohm coax, 2/6 per yard. £3/d. distio, 9d. per yard. 300 ohm Ribbon, 6d. per yard. 80 ohm Balanced Feeder, 4d. per yard.

METERS. 2" square flush, H/Mc, 0-50 ma. Price 10/-, 2" square, 34" scale 3/4" diam. Flush 0-30 or 0-100 ma., 10/-.. Many others available. I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Good quality iron- cored 455 Kc/s. Transformers. Type (1), size: 1/2" x 1/2" x 1/2". Price 2/-.


MAGSLIPS. Type (1) 50V, 50V. May be used as Transmitter or Receiver. £3.50. Type (2), as above, but 2" diam. Price 15/-.

SILICON RECTIFIERS. Miniature silicon power diodes at new low prices. Made by one of England's greatest manufacturers. Six minute play recording mechanism using magnetic plastic discs that may be reused indefinitely. Complete with crystal mike that doubles as playback speaker. Send for full details. Complete with 0 discs (Extra 1/6). Price £3.3/-.

COLLINS ART.13 AUTOTUNE TRANSMITTER. An excellent T/X at a give-away price. Coverage 2-18 Mc/s. 21 and 28 Mc/s. easily added. Autotune mechanism allows selection of any one of eleven pre-selected frequencies. Built in 200 Kc/s. crystal calibrator checks the typical Collins Super Stabile V.F.O. Uses standard valves including PP811's modulating the B13 final. Size only 23" wide 16" deep 12" high. Requires power supply of 1,000 to 1,250v., 250 ma. (for 100-200w. input). 400v., 225 ma. and LT, for heaters and autotune motor. Complete with applied 350-0-350v. 330 mA. D.C. and 280-0-280v. 60 mA. D.C. Price £3/3/-, or less 28v. dynamotor £2/2/-.

LIFTOPLACER TRANSFORMERS. In perfect condition, complete with 14 valves and 3 relays. Price 25/-.

Mains TRANSFORMERS. Type (26) input 320v., output 250v. 60 ma. (H/W) and 80V., at 1A, 5/-, Type (16) 250v. 65 ma. (H/W) and 6/3v. 2A, 6/4/-, Type (350/120), 350-3-350v. 20 ma. 6.3v., 3.5A, 5v. at 2A, 16/-, Type (350/300) 350-3-350v. 300 ma. 6.3v., 8A, 5V. 3A, 4v., 6.5v. 2A, Price 27/6. Type (5K) 330-3-330v. 300 ma. 3A, 4v. Sockets at £2. 4v. 3A, 10AX, 20v. 6v. 5A, 1/6, 5v. 1A, 7-5v. 1A, 35V. 5mA. Price 35/-.

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. Fresh stock. Wire wound. Inlaid tubular case. 25 MF 25 25, 50 or 100 MFD, £1 10/-, 50 v. 10, 30 or 40 MFD, all 150 Vw. All 1/- each. 20 + 20, 32 + 32, 40 + 40, all 450 Vw, all 1/- each. 20, 32, 40, 80 MFD 450 Vw, all 1/6 each. 10 + 10, 20 + 20, 32 + 32, 40 + 40, all 450 Vw. All 2/- each.

ILLUMINATION Meters. High grade meters by G.E.C. direct reading 0-5000 LUX (0-100 foot candles).

BARGAINS FOR CALLERS. A large range of bargains at attractive prices. H.R.C. Seniors with 10-160 M coils, £10/10/-.

TERMS OF BUSINESS. All prices include postage or carriage within 200 miles. Handling charge of 1/- on orders under 10/-.

Payment cash or C.O.D. over £1. Export orders welcomed.
K. W. ELECTRONICS for your NEW Communications Receiver

Main Distributors for

δ HAMMARLUND

HQ170. Triple Conversion, selectable sidebands, full bandspread 6, 10, 15, 20, 40, 80 and 160 m. 17 tubes 100 kc crystal calibrator. Excellent performance. £184.
(Other models in stock including the latest HQ 100 A & HQ 145X).

FEATURES:

• 180 watts P.E.P. input.
• Unwanted Sideband suppression 40 db down at 2 kc or better.
• Carrier suppression 45 db down or better.
• Crystal Filter exciter.
• 5 Bands, 10-80 m. Pi Output.
• Full TVI precautions taken.
• All crystals included.
• Automatic linearity control.
• Full Voice Control and anti-trip.
• Rugged Construction.
• Operates A.M. and C.W.
• USB Output 10, 15, 20, LSB 40 & 80 m.
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IMAGINATIVE DESIGN CONCEPT

PRODUCES COMPACT, LOW COST SSB, AM, CW COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER WITH FINE RECEIVER PERFORMANCE

Now the leading manufacturer of quality amateur radio aerials offers you tried and proved components in the new Mosley CM-1 Communications Receiver. But - FOR THE FIRST TIME - these have been combined so as to result in performance equal to or better than that of receivers selling for several times the price.

Stop at the Mosley booth and see the powerful new CM-1 at the Radio Hobbies Exhibition, November 22-25.

FEATURES and PERFORMANCE:

- Double conversion with crystal controlled first oscillator. All necessary crystals included.
- Diode detector for AM and product detector for SB and CW.
- Covers complete range of all amateur bands - 80 metres through 10 metres. Ten metre band segmented in three overlapping increments of 650 kc. each. Each band and each segment covers full 12" dial scale.
- Receiver is equipped with an automatic noise limiter which is very effective against impulse noises.
- S-meter functions on AM, CW or SSB, with or without BFO.
- Five dual-purpose valves plus four semi-conductor diodes provide functions of 12 valve sections.
- VALVE and DIODE LINEUP: One 6AW8A, triode mixer and crystal oscillator; one 6AW8A, 2nd mixer and tunable oscillator; one 6AW8A, 1st IF and 1st Audio; one 6AW8A, 2nd IF and product detector; one 6AW8A, 2nd audio and BFO; 1N34, AM detector; 2F4, power rectifier; two IN54A's, noise limiter.
- SELECTIVITY: 2.5 kc. at -6 db.
- SENSITIVITY: ½ microvolt for 10 db. signal-to-noise ratio on ten metres.
- STABILITY: Less than 500 cycles drift after one-minute warm-up. Less than 200 cycles change for 10% line voltage change. Temperature compensated and voltage regulated.
- IMAGE and IF REJECTION: 35 db. minimum.
- AUDIO OUTPUT: ½ watt at 6% distortion.

REAR CHASSIS ACCESSORY FACILITIES: Transmitter Relay Terminals, Accessory Power Socket, External Speaker/VOX Terminals.

POWER CONSUMPTION: 33 Watts. (230 volts AC, 50 to 60 cps.)

Net Price only £86

Matching Speaker Model CMS-1 extra.

AUSTRALIA
MAGNECord AUSTRALASIA PTY. LTD.
Kyle House, 31 Macquarie Place, Sydney

DENMARK
HANS HOLTMAN, OZ9DC
SØBAKKEN 21, Charlottenlund

RHODESIA
STUDIO FOUR
Salisbury, Rhodesia

FINLAND
OSMO A. WIIO, OH2TK
Laajalahdentie 24 A1, Mukkiniemi

(Write to your local distributor for price outside the United Kingdom)

Mosley Electronics Ltd. 15 Reephom Road, Norwich, Norfolk, Telephone 45069

O. J. Russell, G3BHJ, Manager
When the Amateur Radio Exhibition opens on November 22, it will be not only on another display of the best of amateur-band equipment and apparatus offered by commercial firms, but it will also herald what amounts to an annual convention of radio amateurs.

At this Exhibition, not only do you see so much desirable gear covering the whole range of amateur interest, but you also meet friends and acquaintances you have made on the air over the years. The Amateur Radio Exhibition is a great occasion for a "gathering of the clans" and it is for this reason that, year after year, we are happy to see so many people whose proud boast it is that they "have never missed an Exhibition."

Whether you come to buy, to inspect, to discuss, to criticize or to argue — or simply to see, and be seen — this year's radio amateur Show will be just as interesting and exciting as those of previous years.

For those who journey up to Town from distant parts, we will repeat what we have said in previous years: Saturday is the busy day; Thursday is a quiet day; if you can get to the Show after lunch-time on any of the days Wednesday to Friday, you are fairly sure of being able to move around in reasonable comfort.

But whenever you come, you are assured of a welcome and of much to see representing what is the latest and best in the way of equipment for the modern AT station, and its operator.
Multi-band Aerial Tuner

DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION


This article will be of particular interest to those starting up on the air, and wanting a good basic design covering aerial system and tuner unit. There is nothing new in the arrangement, but the treatment is practical and straightforward.—Editor.

PROBABLY the simplest form of multi-band transmitting aerial is an end-fed wire which is a half-wave on the lowest frequency band used, as it will be two or more half-waves long on the higher frequency, harmonically related bands. It is thus an easy means of working on several bands.

Many transmitters have a pi-output circuit, and difficulties can arise when trying to operate an end-fed aerial directly from this. On some bands the aerial may present so high an impedance that the transmitter cannot be loaded. Or the pi loading condenser may need to be at so low a capacity that flash-over develops. In these circumstances, the circuit has poor harmonic suppression and this, coupled with the harmonic radiating tendencies of the aerial, may cause trouble. These difficulties can be overcome by using a tuner between transmitter and aerial. Many circuits for this purpose exist, and the one used for the tuner described here is shown in Fig. 1.

The 3-turn loop, or link, is connected back to the transmitter. This gives a low impedance load on the PA stage. The larger coil winding is tapped so that it can be tuned to resonance on the required bands. An Eddystone frequentite former (type 1090) 2½ in. in diameter, and taking 26 turns at eight turns per inch, was used for 3.5-3.8 mc and higher frequency bands. The wire can be 20g. or similar. Tinned-copper wire is easiest to tap.

The 2-gang condenser and switch were surplus from a T.1154. There is, of course, no need to use these particular components. Coils of other dimensions may be employed, the number of turns being adjusted to secure resonance, as necessary. A single condenser is also satisfactory, the centre of the coil then being earthed, as in Fig. 2A. In this case, an insulated extension shaft must be fitted to the condenser, which should have a plate spacing similar to that of the PA anode tuning condenser.

With the aerial and transmitter used at G3OGR, it was found that correct loading was possible with the aerial fed as shown in Fig. 1, and also as in Fig. 2A. In some cases, it may be found preferable to tap the aerial towards the centre of the coil, for each band, as in Fig. 2B. This can be done by making use of a third wafer on the switch.

Tuner Construction

The tuner was built in a cabinet 12 in. x 8 in. x 7 in. merely because this was available and matched other equipment. The parts mentioned can actually be accommodated in a smaller box, 9½ in. x 6½ in. x 4 in. deep. The coil should be at least 1½ in. clear of a metal chassis, panel, or case.

The physical layout of Fig. 3 allows for reasonably short leads between condenser,
switch, and coil. With the coil specified, the full 26 turns are used for 3.5 mc and the tappings for 7 mc are 5 turns in from each end, as in Fig. 1. The remaining switch position gave satisfactory operation on both 14 mc and 21 mc. Permanent tappings should be soldered on only after testing with the actual aerial to be used.

The loop is of well-insulated wire tightly wound over the centre of the coil, and 3 turns were found to be satisfactory. With some transmitters, this number may need changing.

The RF meter can be used to check operation. The current obtained will depend on the transmitter power and aerial impedance and will vary from band to band. An 0.5 amp meter will do, but a 300 mA instrument with a direct shunt was found satisfactory for all bands. An exact reading of current is not required, as the meter is simply to show that the transmitter is giving its accustomed output.

**Tx/Rx Switching**

If, as is most satisfactory, the receiver is to be fed directly from the transmitting aerial, this can be arranged as in Fig. 4A. With some receivers, an improvement in signal strength is obtained if the tuner remains in circuit, as in Fig. 4B. If local noise is troublesome, “B” may be much preferable to “A.” With a particular receiver at G3OGR, best results of all were obtained by wiring one dipole input terminal to earth, and taking the other to the tuner as in Fig. 4B. This gave a reduction in noise, but an increase in signal strength of two S-points, on some bands.

**Complete System**

A brief description of the complete system may be helpful in some cases, so this is shown in Fig. 5. The aerial length cannot be an exact multiple on all frequencies, but about 137 ft. over-all is often used for the 3.5 mc, 7 mc, and 14 mc bands. For these bands and 28 mc as well, 138 ft. is near usual length. The bend also influences the length. However, it was found possible to obtain satisfactory results with various aerials. These were 130 ft., 136 ft., 146 ft., 136 ft. with about 8 ft. in the down-lead wound as a spiral, and similar wires. The aerial does need to be near a half-wave, or multiple of half-waves, on the required bands, or tuning difficulties may arise.

Resonance can be checked by connecting the receiver as in Fig. 4B. With the receiver and
tuner switched to the same band, the condenser on the tuner should give a definite peak in sensitivity, as shown by the receiver tuning meter. (If the receiver has no meter, tune for maximum signal strength, with the AVC off if necessary.) Resonance on the 3.5 mc band should be obtained with all the coil described, and the second switch position should allow tuning on 7 mc. Tappings for the higher frequency bands will depend more upon the aerial and its natural frequency, and are best found by trial.

Referring to Fig. 5, C1 is the usual PA tuning condenser, which is always adjusted for minimum anode current. A gang condenser is frequently used in the C2 and C3 positions, and will need to be opened somewhat, especially on the higher frequency bands. When the tuner is used with both receiver and transmitter, the tuner setting for transmitting may not be exactly the same as that giving maximum receiver signal strength, due to coupled-in reactances.

The strength of harmonics which may cause interference will be much reduced. If a harmonic trap is used, this can be inserted in the short length of co-axial cable fitted between transmitter and tuner. For maximum harmonic suppression, C2 and C3 should be adjusted to give an output impedance suitable for the trap (say 75 ohms).

Switching to the receiver may be by either of the methods in Fig. 4. A relay is often used, though some transmitters have spare switch contacts for such "Send/Receive" switching.

As such an aerial system may well be the first used at a newly-licensed station, a few extra points might be mentioned. If satisfactory loading seems impossible, experimentally clip the aerial down the coil, as at Fig. 2B.

---

Fig. 4. Arrangements for receive/transmit switching when using the ATU.

Fig. 5. A practical circuit layout from PA stage into aerial through the aerial tuning unit discussed in the text. An arrangement of this sort, particularly if a low-pass filter is used between PA and Tuner, will minimise harmonic radiation — probably to the extent that with low power, little or no TVI should be encountered, though this is of course dependent upon a number of other factors. For an aerial system having a balanced feed-line, connection should be made at points X-Y.
Avoid shorting adjoining turns, and solder the tappings on, when the best positions are found. (Switch off the transmitter before handling clips or leads.)

The unit is satisfactory for parallel-tuning Zepp feeders. In this case, connect the second feeder to "Y" in Fig. 5.

TVI should be checked for, and is most likely when working on the higher frequency bands. It is less likely with the tuner added, than without it. The harmonic trap is a further preventive. The transmitter should generally be well screened, and all power-leads should be by-passed. An artificial load, suitable for phone (but not CW) can be an ordinary household lamp connected from X to Y, Fig. 5.

When an aerial is a full-wave or longer, it may be termed a "long wire." The directive pattern changes, giving directive lobes with lower angle radiation.

CERAMIC TRANSFILTERS IN TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

NEW RESONANT DEVICE

The circuits shown here incorporate an interesting new ceramic device developed by the Brush Crystal Co., Ltd. Briefly, a transfilter is an electro-mechanical circuit element based on the piezo-electric effect—as such, it can be used to replace the conventional IF transformer or any series-resonant circuit, with improved selectivity, simplified circuit technique (particularly in transistorised receivers) and long-life reliability. The frequency stability of a 465 kc transfilter is said to be within 0.2% for ten years.

Transfilters can be produced with impedance matching characteristics—see TF in Fig. 1, for an IF stage coupling—to form a four-terminal network with high-impedance input and low-impedance output. The Brush TO-01 transfilter has a nominal input impedance of 2000 ohms and output of 300 ohms, the insertion loss being 2 dB. The TO-02, of different characteristics and designed to be anti-resonant, shows an input

![Figure 1: Application of the transfilter, TF in the circuit, for IF stage coupling.](image)

### Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>5 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>56 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>10 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>22 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.01 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.05 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.001 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>50 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR1</td>
<td>OC410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR2</td>
<td>OC400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR3</td>
<td>2N35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>IN60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>1.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Op xformer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: Circuit of IF amplifier using Brush transfilters at TF1, TF2 and TF3. The characteristics of ceramic transfilters are such as to make them particularly suitable for transistor circuits. Being electro-mechanical, they are very stable, against both time (within 0.2% for ten years) and temperature (± 0.1% from -20°C to +60°C).](image)
impedance of 3900-15000 ohms, and output of 680-3000 ohms, with an insertion loss of 3 dB.

Application

In Fig. 2 is shown a practical circuit design, with all values, for a transistorised IF amplifier using transfilters throughout, including the type TF-01A (at TF2 in the circuit) to replace the emitter by-pass capacity for TR1, the first IF amplifier.

Transfilters are manufactured in the ranges: Type TO-01A, 455 kc; TO-01B, 465 kc; TO-01C, 500 kc, all ± 2 kc, and are designed for resonant frequencies. The Type TO-02A is anti-resonant at 457 kc; TO-02B at 465 kc; and TO-02C at 500 kc, all ± 1 kc. Similarly, the TF types 01A, 01B, 01C are for 455, 465 and 500 kc, respectively, ± 2 kc.

The price? For small quantities, from 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6d. each for the types mentioned here!

MAGAZINE CLUB CONTEST

The sixteenth annual Magazine Club Contest (MCC) takes place over the week-ends November 11-12 and 18-19. This is strictly a Top Band affair, and the rules in full were given on pp.438-439 of the October issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE. Though the main object of the Contest is for Club groups to work one another (the scoring system being loaded accordingly), Clubs can make single-point once-only QSO's with non-Club stations. It has always been found in the past that these single-point contacts have a significant effect on the final placings. Therefore, all U.K. operators interested in CW working on 160 Band on July 3, 1960 - but right up to the time of his death he was looking forward to maintaining that the blind could perfectly well help themselves if allowed to do so. and the record of his own life proves the truth of this.

He was a kind and patient man with a highly-developed intellect and, in spite of being cut off all his life from the printed word, yet managed to keep himself abreast of the times. He was licensed as a radio amateur as long ago as 1923, and was thus not only a senior member of the U.K. transmitting fraternity, but also the doyen of the 40 or so blind amateurs in this country, and the inspiration of many another similarly handicapped. He always maintained that the blind could perfectly well help themselves if allowed to do so, and the record of his own life proves the truth of this.

His last transmission was made on Top Band on July 3, 1960 - but right up to the time of his death he was looking forward to being able to re-join the regular local Sunday-morning net.

He leaves a widow and a grown-up son and daughter, who will have the sympathy of all who knew G6KJ, either personally or over the air.

A.J.F.

WALTER KROHN, M.C.S.P. (G6KJ)

It is with the deepest regret that we have to announce the death — after a long and trying illness borne with exemplary patience and cheerful fortitude — of Walter Krohn, G6KJ, 20 Church Street, Buckingham, at the age of 62 years. He passed over on October 20, 1961.

Blind almost from birth, he was nevertheless able to overcome this severe disability to the extent of qualifying in physio-therapy and becoming a teacher of the subject, of which he was subsequently a very successful practitioner; founding and managing an electrical and hardware business; and becoming a member of Buckingham Town Council, on which he served for more than ten years.

He was a kind and patient man with a highly-developed intellect and, in spite of being cut off all his life from the printed word, yet managed to keep himself abreast of the times. He was licensed as a radio amateur as long ago as 1923, and was thus not only a senior member of the U.K. transmitting fraternity, but also the doyen of the 40 or so blind amateurs in this country, and the inspiration of many another similarly handicapped. He always maintained that the blind could perfectly well help themselves if allowed to do so. and the record of his own life proves the truth of this.

His last transmission was made on Top Band on July 3, 1960 — but right up to the time of his death he was looking forward to being able to re-join the regular local Sunday-morning net.

He leaves a widow and a grown-up son and daughter, who will have the sympathy of all who knew G6KJ, either personally or over the air.

A.J.F.
Receiver Design for Amateur Band D/F

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND OPERATING

G. Nicholson (G3HKC)

In the October issue, an introductory article discussed the general principles of direction-finding on the 160-metre amateur band. Here our contributor, well known in the arena of competitive D/F activity in the Midlands, deals with the design, construction and handling of a portable D/F receiver for Top Band. There is considerable scope for original design in this field of Amateur Radio activity, and much interest and amusement to be derived from competitive D/F operating, which can be made very much a matter of team work.—Editor.

There are a number of Clubs who regularly organise Direction-Finding contests on 160 metres, and also many amateurs who have an occasional need to trace various forms of interference. For the newcomer to the subject there is very little generally available literature, particularly when the desired equipment requires to be compact and portable; and this article is intended to help those interested in this branch of Amateur Radio.

It is only in the RF circuits that a D/F receiver varies from standard designs—it must be capable of giving accurate directional bearings, accept an extremely wide range of signal strength variations, and also have an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. It is well known that both frame and ferrite-rod aerials have directional properties, and this effect is used as the basis of direction finding.

Unfortunately, the greatest change in signal strength occurs around the signal null points of the aerial—hence the requirement for a really good signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver.

A simple directional aerial gives two distinct minima, displaced from each other by 180°—see Fig. 1A—and the ambiguity can only be resolved by taking cross bearings, unless a more complex aerial system is used. If the output from a vertical (or open) aerial is fed into a loop, and the amplitude and phase of the two signals adjusted correctly, the resultant combined response is that of a cardioid, giving an indication of the actual transmitter bearing. This is shown in Fig. 1, at A, B, and C, where the vertical aerial input voltage is equal to that of the loop at maximum pick-up; the signs show signal polarity at a given instant. It will also be seen that the minimum point of the cardioid is displaced by 90° from that of the simple loop. Normally, null indications are taken using only the loop aerial, the loop then being rotated through 90° (for maximum signal pick-up) and the vertical aerial input added to give the cardioid response for “sensing” transmitter direction. It is possible to check minimum “sensing” pick-up either by turning the receiver through 180° (transposing the polarity of the loop aerial and therefore reversing the cardioid pattern) or by electrically reversing the loop aerial by means of a switch.

Receiver Front End

Although both TRF and superheterodyne circuits have been used for D/F receivers, the superhet has the better overall performance, and the majority of recent receivers are of this type. A typical circuit for the RF stages of a D/F receiver is given in Fig. 2.

V1, the “sense” (vertical aerial) amplifier, is an aperiodic RF stage with gain controlled by variation of the screen voltage. The untuned grid circuit is used because this method of aerial coupling cannot alter the phase of the signal input. It is a very satisfactory arrangement in practice and, although somewhat noisy, gives excellent results under all conditions of operation. A tuned grid circuit, although giving greater gain and decreased noise, alters the phase of the vertical aerial input, and has to be correctly adjusted on change of operating frequency. The value of the grid resistor R1 is not critical; it should not be so low as to cause loss of signal pick-up, but a very high value could cause grid blocking when the receiver is used close to a transmitter. The grid is earthed via S1 when the stage is not in use, to prevent any signal passing through the grid-to-anode capacity of V1. The sense gain-control VR1 requires little or no adjustment once set up, due to the switch S3 being effective as a gain control for the combined input to V2. The value of C3 should be as small as possible, to prevent changes in the output capacity of V1 from affecting the tuning of L2.

The loop L2 may be either a frame or a
ferrite rod aerial; both are equally popular and capable of giving excellent results. The balancing condensers C4 and C5 ensure that the loop tuning is not altered when S2 (the loop phase-reverse switch) is operated. With the switch set to C4 (C5 short-circuited) a signal is peaked up with C10, the aerial tuning capacity. S2 is then thrown and C5 adjusted for maximum signal; C10 is set to cover the receiver tuning range by means of the preset capacitor C7. It is essential that all tuning and wiring capacities in the loop circuit be kept to the lowest practicable figure, since a high LC ratio is necessary for the best signal pick-up.

The loop aerial damping switch S3 is the only RF gain control, and is entirely satisfactory as such. Very little degradation of bearing accuracy can be noticed with the 1000-ohm resistor R4 switched into circuit, which is necessary at approximately half-a-mile from a transmitter. The 22-ohm resistor R3 is required when within 100 yards or so of a transmitter, and no blocking is likely to be experienced even with the receiver underneath a transmitting aerial. This method of gain variation is preferable to screen or grid-bias control due to the difficulty of avoiding grid blocking with such circuits. C6 should be of very low capacity, to reduce detuning of the loop circuit when an external car aerial is used with the receiver whilst mobile and listening for the start of the next transmission.

General Design

The design of the RF and mixer stages follows normal practice. There is no necessity to use a high LC ratio in the mixer grid circuit, since sufficient gain can be easily obtained in the following stages. There is actually a slight advantage in employing low LC circuits for mixer and oscillator tuning, since the lower impedances give greater stability. "Trawler band" coils using a twin-gang 50 μF tuning condenser and the appropriate fixed parallel padders give adequate performance. In the circuit of Fig 2, Osmor QHF4 and QO4 coils are used, but Denco Range 3 or Weyrad Type H. Range 4 coils would be equally suitable for the L1, T1 and L3 positions. The fixed capacity across the coils will need to be about 150-200 μF, depending on stray capacities and the final setting of the tuning cores.

As regards the IF to use, the majority of commercial coils available are designed for a 465 kc IF channel. The author's original receiver used the Repanco XT6 and XT7 series of transistor IFT's. These are no longer a current type and normal grounded-emitter IFT's as made by Repanco, Weyrad or Denco are capable of improved performance with the transistors now available.

In the particular circuit shown, a DK92 (1AC6) mixer V3 was chosen due to the good conversion conductance and noise characteristics. The oscillator grid current to the mixer should be checked (500 microamp. meter

Table of Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C13</td>
<td>.01 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.1 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3, C6</td>
<td>2 μF (twisted leads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>3 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>5 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>9 μF, trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8, C9</td>
<td>.04 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>20 μF, trimmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>82 μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>50 + 50 μF, tuning gang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>82,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>47,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>22 ohms, desensitising (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>1,000 ohms, desensitising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5, R9</td>
<td>27,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>180,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>33,000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC</td>
<td>2.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>IF xformer (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>To tune 160m. (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>Loop. Ace. (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Osc. coils (see text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. RF section of 160m. D/F Receiver
Examples of practical direction-finding receivers for the 160-metre band. Both have sense aerials — see text and Fig. 2 — and bearings are taken by edge-reading prismatic compasses, of the type damped in an alcohol bath. The receiver on the right has a ferrite-rod aerial. They are light and easily handled, and give a direct (map true North) bearing by off-setting the compass by the magnetic deviation, which is about 8° at the present time.

Fig. 2. The front end for a practical amateur D/F receiver designed to operate on the 160-metre band. Battery valves are used for convenience and portability though, as the author suggests, a similar sort of circuit could be developed using transistors. The loop is home-constructed (see text) and for L1, T1 and L3 miniature commercial coils are used, with the IF channel on one of the standard frequencies. This RF unit feeds into a transistorised IF/AF amplifier — see Fig. 3.
between the earthy end of R9 and the heater line) to ensure that the stage is working within optimum limits—between 110 and 160 microamps. for a DK92. With values of grid current below 90 microamps, the equivalent noise resistance of the mixer increases very sharply.

The following IF and AF stages are standard circuitry, and in the author's case are transistorised. The use of a BFO is essential for null determination at low signal levels, since receiver noise tends to swamp the characteristic signal hiss when operating near the loop null points. If no RF gain control is used, it is necessary to have full control of IF amplification, and this may take the form of negative bias on valve stages. In the case of transistor IF amplifiers, a convenient method of control is to vary the negative supply voltage to the transistors, as shown in Fig. 3—possibly inelegant, but giving very smooth gain control. It is not practicable to use AGC on this type of receiver, since this would tend to equalise signal changes and therefore give poorer null discrimination.

Aerial Considerations

Ferrite aerials have only been used for D/F during recent years, and appear to give slightly greater signal pick-up than frame aerials. Since the pick-up varies more or less proportionately with the volume of the ferrite it is desirable that the rod should be at least 6 ins. x 0.3 ins., for which approximately 40-50 turns of wire would be required, spaced in the centre of the rod. One of the largest ferrite rods available (Mullard Ferroxcube grade B2 type FX1267-9.5 ins. x 0.594 ins.) works very well with 27 turns of 9/45g. Litz. Bunched conductor or Litz. wire gives noticeably increased signal pick-up, on close-spaced coils, when compared with single conductor enamelled wire. A rod aerial should be at least 3 ins. from the top of the metal casing of the receiver, to minimise damping, and the output should be fed via low-capacity screened cable, to obviate vertical pick-up on these leads.

In the case of frame aerials, an unscreened loop gives the highest signal pick-up, but "cleaner" null indication is generally given by a screened frame. This form of aerial may be from 8 ins. to 12 ins. square, the 12-inch size requiring about 9 or 10 turns of wire, preferably Litz. For a screened frame, where the tuned winding has a higher capacity to earth, the number of turns would need to be reduced slightly. Screening must not be continued fully round the length of the coil, since this would cause extreme damping of the circuit (owing to the screening acting as a shorted turn). A gap of 0.1 inch is sufficient to avoid this effect. The length of the vertical (sensing) aerial is not critical, since the output of the appropriate RF stage is controlled, and about 18 ins. of stout RF cable is sufficient for normal use.

Transistorising

A number of fully transistorised receivers are in various stages of design, and it is obvious that these will allow smaller, lighter and more economical receivers to be constructed. Suitable transistors are now available (OC169, OC170, XA131, AF115) and recently published circuits using these types of alloy-diffused transistors (Refs. 1 and 2) can easily be modified for D/F working. Another extremely interesting development in transistor components is the range of piezo-electric ceramic IF filters now available, and preliminary work using these devices shows great promise.

Power requirements for a receiver of the type described here are 45 to 90 volts at 3 to 5 mA, and 1.4 volts at approximately 100 mA, for the valve stages; and -4.5 to -9.0 volts at 7 to 10 mA for the five transistor amplifiers—an excellent example of the reduced battery requirements of transistor receivers!

D/F Operation

Although there are a number of methods of translating a signal minimum into an angular bearing, the simplest is to mount a compass on to a receiver. This can be seen in the photograph, which shows receivers belonging to G3HHD, and to the author. Compasses should be mounted away from magnetic materials, including ferrite, and should be on a preset rotary fitting in order to facilitate setting up the receiver. The use of magnetic components should be avoided as far as possible during construction.

Ordnance Survey 7th Series (1 inch-to-1 mile) are the most suitable, generally available, maps for direction finding, and the information at the bottom of these maps gives the angular variation between magnetic and true North. In general, map North can be regarded as being equivalent to true North, and the compass can be offset to the loop aerial to compensate for the magnetic variation—this cuts out the need to subtract 8° from the compass bearing before transferring it to the map.

A ferrite rod aerial gives minimum signal
Fig. 3. Block diagram of the IF/AF amplifier used by G3HKC with his D/F receiver, the RF section of which is shown in Fig. 2. For portability and power economy transistors are used throughout this part of the receiver, some points on which are discussed in the text.

pick-up when the rod is in line with the direction of the transmitter, and a frame gives minimum output with the frame broadside on to the transmitter. In both cases a rotary-scale type compass mounted directly on to the receiver (and offset approximately 8°) will give direct angular readings with respect to North, which may be transferred on to the map by means of a protractor and straight edge, since a line drawn from the point of origin of a bearing along the bearing angle will theoretically pass through the transmitter location. Compasses should preferably be alcohol filled, due to a tendency towards extended oscillation in the undamped types. The use of crystal headphones is advisable when taking bearings, since magnetic headphones can affect the compass.

The field operation of a receiver varies widely with the individual user, but it is bad practice to choose a route to a transmitter which is more or less along the line of the plotted bearing. (This can lead to the cry "He's only a little further on" being repeated over and over again.) The simplest approach is to take a map route approximately 30° to the plotted bearing, in order to get a reasonable "fix" on the transmitter, and then to take a further one or two cross-bearings when within a mile of the junction of the first two bearings. With good equipment and sufficient practice in using it, average bearing accuracies of 2° to 3° may be expected. Water channels, railway lines, overhead cables, wire fences, conduits underneath roads, and close proximity to large metal objects may all affect bearing accuracy, whilst the overhead grid system can cause errors of considerable magnitude. The actual site of the transmitter will obviously vary considerably, and no set rules can be given for the easiest method of location. Once within 50 yards or so of a hidden transmitter —indicated by the need to put high damping on the loop aerial—bearing nulls tend to become distorted, and in some circumstances it is better to turn the receiver to maximum signal pick-up and approach the transmitter by checking on the signal increase as the distance decreases. This method is useful when a transmitter is situated below grid overheads, which can so distort the radiation pattern as to produce incorrect phase relationships between the two receiver aerials and therefore cause wrong sensing.

**Contest Procedure**

A typical D/F contest consists of a fairly well-hidden transmitter operating for 2-5 minutes every quarter-hour, and situated between 5 and 15 miles from a given starting point. Competitors are given the frequency, callsign and times of the first few transmissions, and leave the starting point after the end of the first transmission. It is an excellent test of equipment, operator, and navigator—and also a very good excuse to take the yl, or the xyl, out into the country!

Of necessity, this article has only dealt briefly with the various aspects of direction finding, but it is hoped that sufficient information has been given to enable readers to make a start in this interesting branch of Amateur Radio.

**REFERENCES:**

AFTER ten days' separation from the rig (in a horizontal position) it was very pleasant to return and to find that the bands were in good shape, although it was also discovered that they had been rather better during the period of absence! One or two "good ones" were missed as a result thereof, but our faithful 'chasers have sent in all the information, as usual, and it is unlikely that anything has slipped through the net.

The subjects coming up for discussion seem to cover a wider field each month, and things have now reached such a pitch that even in the course of a single letter there are remarks which really ought to be classified under about ten different headings. This is all to the good, and makes for a feature of broader interest. It will be found, therefore, that headings tend to become more numerous, and paragraphs shorter, as the months pass by. Your conductor will, as ever, do his best to separate things out—even if new and better filter circuits are needed!

Conditions having been just about "good" for the whole month on all bands, and "excellent" for a few odd days on most of them, no more comment is needed in the way of a preamble, and our numerous correspondents can speak for themselves. The main point of interest is that although the LF bands are improving very rapidly, the HF bands are by no means falling off, even Ten having staged some nice East-West openings recently. It looks like being a very interesting winter—so make the most of it.

**Worldwide DX News**

The Madagascar situation has been a bit foggy, but now seems clarified: the new 5R8 prefix applies to the Republic (Great Island, St.-Marie, Nossi-Be and Nossi-Lava Islands); FH8 is the prefix for the Comoros; and FB8 remains for the Glorieuses, Tromelin, Islets of the Mozambique Channel and the French Austral and Antarctic lands (e.g. FB8XX, 8YY, 8ZZ). Crozet is also stated to be FB8, but FZ8PF has been worked by many W's, giving QTH as "Corzet Island." Status therefore unknown as yet, but see later remarks.

AM and CW operation is promised from New Hebrides by YJ1RD, the only permanent resident, who is rebuilding... ZK1AK made his last QSO from Aitutaki in September and has now returned to ZL, where he is ZL1AT... The very popular XT2A (Upper Volta) was supposed to leave on October 15, so those pile-ups around the LF end of Twenty have now faded. QSL's to him should go via REF.

An extended tour of the Caribbean Islands with an SSB transmitter is promised by HB9TL, and if things go off as planned (including the finances) this project will cover FY7, FG7, FM7, VP3, all the VP2's, VP4, PJ2 and VP1. Time of stay in each place, one to three weeks, according to how business looks!

TA2AR claims to be the only legit. station in Turkey, but hopes that many more will soon be active... VK0VK, OTC, ORT, OWE, OWB, OEH and OJB all operate the same station at Wilkes Base, Antarctica! KC4AAC is only 300 yards away from them.
... VK9AM is still active from Nauru Island, CW and SSB... ZL5AI is at Scott Base, Antarctica, operating 2200–midnight GMT.

HS5OSQ has been handing out numerous contacts from Thailand, and says he may possibly be on from Laos during the CQ Worldwide Contest. There is a possibility of operation from Upper Volta by 9G1DP/TF8, late December (but we don’t like that suffix—what about Iceland?)... Talking of suffixes, what on earth is UC2KAD/SD? Things are getting so that one needs a baby computer to keep up with all the changes, official and otherwise.

FW8AS was due to be on from Wallis Island in mid-October, but no reports at the time of writing... Plans are in hand for another FP8 expedition, some time after Christmas. Top Band will be included.

Peter Hobbs of G3LET has answered “one of those advertisements,” concerning the Falkland Islands, and is off to Base H in the South Orkneys for two years. He hopes to be active by early December, CW and SSB on all bands; his VP8 call and QSL details will follow in due course. Having been a 7 mc enthusiast for so long, we have no doubt he will be pretty active on that band.

VR1M (G3JFF) opened up and kept on for ten days, working 397 stations in 37 countries, but few Europeans and only about six G’s. Activity was curtailed by poor conditions and Tx troubles, but was successful—especially for the W6’s!

DX News from Readers

G3NOF (Yeovil): K5OSQ, now on 14 mc SSB as H55OSQ, hopes to operate XW8AS (same mode) at week-ends from the end of October, but during the week he will still be H55OSQ... The HB9TL SSB transmitter has been sent to PJ2AA for the West Indies tour (see earlier note); QSL’s for this effort to G8KS (QTHR).

GW3AHN (Cardiff): The Cayman Islands expedition went off well, first as VP5BL/5 and then as VP5BH... FP8BV also provided good CW and SSB signals on 14 and 21 mc... Kamarian Islands expedition, with the multiple callsigns, doing an excellent job.

G3NWT (Sandiacre): VK9NW active from Port Moresby at what he calls a “shocking QTH,” but consistently working G’s... ZS6BCZ in Queen Land putting in a good signal on 14 mc with four 813’s and a rhombic! He says the OR4 expedition left there last February.

VO1FB (St. Johns): Worked SM5ZS/ZC6, in Gaza, 21 mc AM. He asked that his QTH be passed along: “W/O Bob Engren, SM5ZS/ZC6, Swede BN., UNAF, Base PO, Beirut, Lebanon; he is at about 35 miles from VE3BQL/SU, and has, of course, also been signing SM5ZS/4U—but he looks like a genuine ZC6, which is now a real rarity.”

G2DC (Ringingwood): The Kamarian Islands affair broke unexpectedly, due to the R.A.F. types going there instead of to FL8; they signed G3GPE/VS9K, G3NAC/VS9K, G3GJQ/VS9K, G3OLV/VS9K, G3VGKGA and VS9KPH! A wonderful show, and G2DC adds: “Knowing those islands in the Red Sea, they must have been working under very trying climatic conditions.” FB8XX says that the “FZ8PF” previously mentioned is a phoney; but there may be genuine operation from Crozet Island by FB8WW later on... The HK boys are planning another expedition to Auckland Island, probably January 5-15... W2BIB had to postpone his operation as HV1CN and SMOM/1, but hopes to do it early in November.

G3FPK (London, E.10): Returned from 3A2BT on September 18, having made 255 QSO’s in 67 countries and completed his DXCC from there. Some nice new DX was worked—21 and 14 mc phone and CW; and 7-3.5 mc CW. Aerials were three parallel dipoles cut for 28, 14 and 7 mc, with common feeder, and a “really long wire” about which we would sooner not talk! QSL’s on a one-for-one basis, but not for SWL’s unless they state who was operative, and says he may possibly be on... OTP4QX (Antwerp): The Luxembourg expedition (LX3QX/3DX) went off well, although the conditions were very poor for the three days and nights they were on the air. Twelve operators, 805 contacts, 62 countries. QSL’s were printed for 2000 QSO’s, so the team were somewhat disappointed—but ON4QX says: “If the boys prefer another country in Europe, we will go... 3A2CZ, or San Marino, it all depends what the boys want, perhaps May 1962.”

VO1FB again: He ran a “very impromptu” expedition to FP8 from September 9 to 14, with no advance notice. Worked 812...
stations, 14 and 21 mc CW and phone; 627 of them with W/K stations, 41 with the U.K. Conditions were only fair, and the rig was only a DX-40U with dipoles. QSL's to VOIFB are expected. (QTH: J. C. Craig, Site 22, Box 57, St. John's, Newfoundland.)

**Top Band DX**

Herald of approaching winter! The first of W1BB's bulletins has arrived, full of enthusiasm as ever, and full of hopes for a wonderful DX season. Stew says that W/VE signals have been heard over here quite a lot during the summer; also that he and many others have logged the German stations (DHJ/54, etc.) on 1831 kc. W2EQS and a full crew opened the season as FPBAS and worked many W's from St. Pierre.

The Sunday mornings for the organised Trans-Atlantic Tests have been fixed as December 3 and 17, January 7 and 21, February 4 and 18; 0500-0730 GMT, as ever, with the W/VE stations calling on the first five minutes of the hour, and thereafter at alternate periods of five minutes, and listening in the intervening periods unless they are actually working someone.

Most of the W's will, of course, be in the 1800-1825 kc section, but those in the West have to use 1975-2000 kc, usually clustering near 2000 kc. DX stations (and that includes us) should work 1820-1835 kc or at the HF end. G stations should not transmit between 1800 and 1820 kc—they will merely jam out the W's and will not get contacts by doing so. (It's a remarkable fact that one can listen on Top Band all year round and hardly hear anything. The point for everyone to keep in mind is that these Tests are worked cross-frequency. The one thing you don't do is to VFO on to the DX channel.

Activity will, of course, continue every week—end—the fact that the above dates are fixed for the "organised" tests doesn't mean that most of the same stations won't be there at intervening times. All reports of QSO's or successful listening to "DX Commentary," please, whence they will be forwarded to W1BB for his comprehensive news service and history of the tests.

G3KOR (Liverpool) says the band has been open for DX since August, and he has heard W stations ever since. The prize goes to K3MBF, regularly peaking S6... G3KOR worked him on October 10 at 0216 GMT, and G6BQ raised K2DGT around the same time. The DX is there from November onwards, and G3KOR thinks it would be a good plan if the organised tests started at midnight. (Editorial Note: This was

---

**14 mc DX WORKED**

**SSB**

**G3NOF:** E6A6Z, FPB8V, HB1MQ/FI, HK2YO, HGIYCN, KA2MA, K6GGA, 6NAA, KL7S, PZ1AX, IBE, TF2WFX, 2WGB, VK5, VS2APH, VQ9BH, 9KA, 9KP, 9KBIA, ZD6HK, 6PR, ZE6JA, ZL5, ZSP1, 4X1XZ, 5N2AMS.

**GW3AHN:** HB1MQ/FI, K4DUSY, K6GCGA, K6WCGA, LX1DE, MP4MQA, PZ1BFP, IBE, VK5, VQ2AB, JHH, 4RF, VS1FO, 1K, VS6AE, VS9AC, 9AP, VQ2UNR, VX1EIDE, VX2ADD, YYV, ZD6PR, ZJ3E, ZSP, ZS7, 5N2AM, 6W8BP.

**MP4BBW:** HM4AQ, 9MD2B, VR5SRZ, EA6AQ, HS5OSQ, PZ2AA, VK7AT, CKRH, OH0NC, HSIX, DUT1M, G6AJAB, VQ2BR, 9M2GA, 3V8CA, DZ5V, HS1K, K4AUSN, KZ3TA, K6CGC, PKC, 9G9R, 9H 4 L.A.A., HB1MO/FI, KX6BH, K6BGB, T12HP, VQ3HH.

**CW**

**G2BLA:** DUTSV, EP2AF, HZ1AB, ODSTC, UA0B8P, ZXXTH.

**3A2BT:** JA1WBA, MP4MQA, T212AL, UH8BOB, U8BAT, VK4SD, XT2A, ZL1AH.

**GW3AHN:** VP5BL/5.

**G2DC:** VP5BL/5, VR1M, V8KAC, FPBAS, JZ0PH, KH6EDEY, KG1BB, KG6AFS, MP4MAH, TUDWA, UA1KED, VK2DK, 28K, 28Z, XT2A, SU7AC, T1GIA, VQ9BH.

**G3M3JR:** LU2ZV, VP9SN, VSS0A, UA1KED, XT2A, 3V8CA, 5N2LFKZ, 2RDG.

**G3LFS:** FPBDL, EL4AYL, KG1BB, HE9LAA, ZS52KZ, 2KIO, V8FEC, VY5BKA, V8SK, G3GEPE/V89K, ZS52EW, ZS5OBK (Queen Maud Land).

**G3ABG:** STATQ, 4TC, V12MD, K6MF, 5N22ND, 2L7ZK, OTYMLT, XT2A, G3GQTV9SK.

21 mc DX WORKED

**AM Phone**

**G3NOF:** VP6HR, 9DL, VS9GA, 9KGA, Z2AM, ZL3JO, 5Z, 5N2AMS, 2AMS/M, 3RIO, 9G1CC.

**J3BT:** VQ2MS, VS9AGA, VS9MB, ZS1B, SU7AC.

**G3BHJ:** JAZ2XW, 6NP, K7ZTD, OD5CU, TF3KA, VQ2MS, VS9GA, 9KGA, Z2AM, 5N2MS, 9KP, VU2BK, VY1EM, 5ABG, 4X4FF, 5ACD, 5N2AMS, 3R8AD.

**G3GPE/V89K**

**GW3AHN:** CN8AC, 8MT, LU4DM, W4, 5A3CX, 3R8AD.

**G3NOF:** VP5BH, VQ3HH.

**G3BHJ:** CN8AC, 8MT, LU4DM, W4, 5A3CX, 3R8AD.

**GW3AHN:** VP5BL/5.

**G2DC:** VP5BL/5, VR1M, V8KAC, FPBAS, JZ0PH, KH6EDEY, KG1BB, KG6AFS, MP4MAH, TUDWA, UA1KED, VK2DK, 28K, 28Z, XT2A, SU7AC, T1GIA, VQ9BH.

**G3NOF:** VP6HR, 9DL, VS9GA, 9KGA, Z2AM, ZL3JO, 5Z, 5N2AMS, 2AMS/M, 3RIO, 9G1CC.

**J3BT:** VQ2MS, VS9AGA, VS9MB, ZS1B, SU7AC.

**G3BHJ:** JAZ2XW, 6NP, K7ZTD, OD5CU, TF3KA, VQ2MS, VS9GA, 9KGA, Z2AM, 5N2MS, 9KP, VU2BK, VY1EM, 5ABG, 4X4FF, 5ACD, 5N2AMS, 3R8AD.

**G3GPE/V89K**

**GW3AHN:** CN8AC, 8MT, LU4DM, W4, 5A3CX, 3R8AD.

**G3NOF:** VP5BH, VQ3HH.

**G2DC:** VP5BL/5, VR1M, V8KAC, FPBAS, JZ0PH, KH6EDEY, KG1BB, KG6AFS, MP4MAH, TUDWA, UA1KED, VK2DK, 28K, 28Z, XT2A, SU7AC, T1GIA, VQ9BH.

**G3NOF:** VP6HR, 9DL, VS9GA, 9KGA, Z2AM, ZL3JO, 5Z, 5N2AMS, 2AMS/M, 3RIO, 9G1CC.

**J3BT:** VQ2MS, VS9AGA, VS9MB, ZS1B, SU7AC.
tried years ago, when Top Band DX possibilities were being explored, but was not a success, as signals did not become consistent both ways until after 0400, when there was a full darkness path.

No longer can we quote reports from "SWL Peter Day (Sheffield) ... he is now G3PHO. Congratulations to him, and we hope to hear of some real DX contacts this winter. Already he has heard VE1ZZ (working GD3UB on October 8 at 0050).

No Change!

An innocent little query, last month, worded "Shall we start WABC again from January 1, 1962?" has brought forth howls of rage and moans of horror from so many quarters that we hasten to make it clear that it was only a rhetorical question. Obviously, no one wants to make a fresh start, and those 'chasers who are in the seventies and eighties are very keen on making the full 98 before they are too old to go on trying!

We do feel, however, that a separate and private contest for the G3P's might be amusing. After all, they have all started since mid-1961. For the present, they can have their own fight on the general ladder, but if enough of them come in we might well separate them out and let them have a show of their own.

Top Band—Normal Usage

GM3OM (Larbert) joins the select band with the top score of 98/98. Actually, he worked Sark in 1954, but has never managed to get a QSL for it ... G3APA obliged promptly with two of them! As remarked by GM3OM, it is nice to feel that some real DX is coming, now that the portable activity is more or less over. G3AIP and G3JUZ will be coming on from Rutland on November 18, starting around 1800 and operating for twelve to fourteen hours; CW only, mostly Top Band, but possibly some time off for Twenty; Call sign G3JUZ/P, frequency 1850-1875 kc, dependent upon QRM.

GM3COV (Thurso), now scoring 96/96, needs Jersey and Scillies, and wonders if anyone can mount an expedition to the latter? He admits to having trouble with people wanting phone reports, also those who start on CW and want to change to phone. If the initial call had been on phone, there might not have been a QSO. Some of the so-called phone QSO's, in the past, have been a bit shaky!

G3NBT (Sideup) climbs to 70/74, and wants to thank G3ISG for putting Hereford on the air ... G3FS (Sideup) has received cards from Roxburgh and West Lothian, so now scores 85/85 on phone. He has found that heavy static has marred the GDX conditions of late ... G3PHO (Sheffield) received his call on September 12 and is working Top Band only, covering GDX quite well on phone and CW, although with a poor aerial; reports from London and Kent average 579, and there was a 589 from GD — nice going. G3PHO will appear on the Ladder next month.

G3KOR (Liverpool) is now up to 95/98, thanks to Sark and Selkirk. If the three outstanding cards arrive (Carmarthen, Kinross and Armagh) he will be a happy man.

The HF Bands

The general opinion about DX on the three HF bands (yes, three!) has been "good, but not spectacular." Conditions have held up well, and the bands have at many times been open rather later than one would have expected. East Coast W's came through on Ten on quite a few occasions — sometimes even around 2100 GMT — and there were a few of those days when W4 and W5 were there in the afternoons, but nothing else. The North-South path has been open nearly all the time.

GW3AHN says he concentrated mainly on Fifteen, having got rather fed-up with the influx of poor-quality SSB signals on Twenty. New Zealand produced lots of good AM phone on Fifteen, at times when no SSB signals were evident; in fact, GW3AHN says: "I have noticed that AM signals are the first to appear on any band when that band is opening up, and this irrespective of conditions." Can anybody explain that one, or disprove it?

G2DC starts off with his "usual grumble" about commercial QRM on Twenty, still on the increase, but fortunately most of them dis-
appear after dark. Conditions were patchy during the VK/ZL Contest, but ZL1AH made 650 contacts and had his full quota of sleep as well; his secret—a tri-band Quad with gamma-match tuning on the radiators.

G3WP (Chelmsford) worked KW6DG for a new one, and heard K6CQV/K5S on SSB—first signal ever logged from Samoa; and he confirms bad conditions for the VK/ZL affair. So does G2BLA (Old Welwyn), who adds: “Hearing ZL1AH on Forty was the only excitement for me.”

G3NOT (Catterick) did a lot on Ten (see his list), and says: “Quite a good selection of DX could be worked if the Russians would leave one alone—the amount of stuff I lost through them was fantastic.”

GM3JDR (Sutherland) informs us that he has now worked 157 countries, two-way SSB on Twenty, since he started on March 7. He has added a ZL Special to his list with 5 IRC’s (or 2s. 6d. P.O.) using at least two bands.

New Sheepskin
5N2JKO asks us to give publicity to the 5N2 Award, issued for contacts with five Nigerian amateurs since January 1, 1961, using at least two bands. Check list with 5 IRC’s (or 2s. 6d. P.O.) to 5N2JKO. The certificate is printed in black and green, and incorporates the new Independent Nigerian flag in full colour.

Slip-Up
We are asked to give the widest publicity to the mistake in the original printed rules for the CQ World Wide DX Contest, as published last month, on which the dates of the CW Contest were given as November 26-28. They should be November 25-27, times stated. All those who have received the printed copies of the rules direct from CQ are asked to note this. (The wrong dates would hardly have misled anyone, since they would have put the Contest on a Sunday and Monday ... but it is unfortunate that they have been so widely circulated.)

Newcomers
Very pleasing to note so much activity from the newly-licensed G3P’s, some of whom have written in just to tell us that they are active, but feel that their DX achievements as yet are hardly worth mentioning. We look forward to some keen competition among them in our Tables and Ladders, especially on Top Band. G3PEK (Stockport) started up on Twenty and Forty only, and was really thrilled to work ZL1AH in his very early days. On Forty, with three watts to a 67-ft. wire, he has worked 13 countries. G3PYI (Liverpool) also got off to a flying start with 100 watts to a home-brew rig, all bands, after being an SWL for five years or so ... watch some of these G3P chaps—they’ll be soaking up the DX this winter!

(Thought for the future: When they come to issue calls in the G3Q series, we certainly hope they will dodge the Q signals ... “G3QRM” would be a fine call to carry around for the rest of one’s life!) G.P.O. to note!

The LF Bands
Forty and Eighty are gradually coming into their own as producers of DX. The more that work them, the less the QRM on the other bands, so we intend to keep plugging their virtues!

G3NOF says ZL3UD has been a good SSB signal on 3700 kc, around 0700—and, also on Eighty, the W’s and VE’s have been heard both nights and mornings.

G3NYQ (Ickley), likewise on Eighty, worked WITJV (0030) and 5A3CAD (0115) and he says that W3SQX comes in like a ton of bricks on Forty with his two-element beam. He is 599 and copies G’s at 579.

G3LET (now in the Falklands) continued the good work on Forty before he left, and logged VK4EL, 5KO, 5NO, VS9AAC, ZL3GU, UA0IZ and JA’s. VK5KO, says, he has kept an unbroken sked with OH7NF throughout the summer on Forty, at 2100 GMT.

SWL Neville Bethune (London, N.14) covered the LF bands again and logged ZL3FZ, ZL3QX, KV4CI and many W’s (Eighty CW); VP5BL, ZL4O1 and W’s (Eighty SSB); and, on Forty CW, ZS1JA (1930), CO8JK (2315), VK2A2Z (0830), KG1AA, W6RW, W6HB, W6J1N, VE7BAX/W7 (all around 0630).

G2DC managed to bag three new ones on Eighty—VP5BH (Cayman), FP8AS and 5A3CAD. Others included W’s (all except 6 and 7), VE1-3, VO and ZL4GA.

G3ABG (Cannock) raised U05AA, OY7ML and ZC4BP on Forty;
the latter two also on Eighty.

Miscellany

The tragic plight of the inhabitants of Tristan da Cunha is of far greater significance than the trivial fact that the island is now left without a radio station. Nevertheless, one can't help thinking that those who have never worked a ZD9 are going to be a little sorry about it! (There is spasmodic ZD9 activity from Gough Island, but it looks as though Tristan itself may well be permanently QRT from now on.)

G3LIV (Walsall) sends a brief station description—he runs a Victor, an AR88, an indoor dipole for 14 mc and a multi-band 136-ft. centre-fed wire. He has worked about 123 countries, the latest and best being KC6BH on SSB (14 mc, 1700). He is also mobile on Top Band and welcomes SWL's on this.

GW3MLU (Bangor) queries RAEM, having recently worked him on CW. He is a genuine Russian amateur, allowed to use the call-sign of the ship on which he was radio operator at the time of his exploits which brought him the title of Hero of the Soviet Union. Ernst Krenkel is the name; he is quite a celebrity—and we seem to have to say all this every eighteen months or so! For WPX purposes one can only treat his prefix as "RAEM"!

WAGM Award: There was a query recently about whether a G5 operating mobile or portable in Scotland could count as a GM5. GM3NOV (Aberdeen) writes to say that such calls are definitely accepted, whether /A, /P or /M.

GW3LQP (Pontypool) admits to having read this feature for ten years, but this is the first time he has written. He is QSL manager for VR1M (of whom news appears elsewhere), the logs have arrived, and QSL's will be despatched. Mike, G3JFF, is coping with all the VR2EA cards himself. GW3LQP is also manager for ZC3AC (now VK9VM) and ZC5AF (now in the U.K.). The latter's logs are somewhat behind, as they have lost touch, so if this is seen by Mike Fender, ex-VS1KB, ex-ZC5AF, will he please contact GW3LQP? The latter, by the way, is himself ex-VS1JF, so any outstanding shortages in that direction can be easily remedied—Roger Brown, QTHR.

A multitude of short comments from G3IDG (Basingstoke) defies segregation under the normal headings. Firstly, YPNT/MM (14070 kc, 1355 GMT)—who or what? Next, OH2BAD (21 mc) sounded like a leg-pull, but OH2BAC showed up later... M1H made a brief appearance on 7 mc, and sounded genuine... When is a QSO not a QSO? What is the minimum requirement? Reports exchanged, name, QTH, or how much? (We should say an exchange of RST qualifies)... QSL's: G3IDG suggests a reminder that there is now no 2d. rate for cards; cards sent alone, or in unsealed envelopes, require 2½d. Incidentally, G3IDG has seven outstanding countries from which he can't extract QSL's. (But he should worry—your conductor has 30 plus!)

Variety Department

G3NWT is another great one for omnibus letters, and he excels himself this month. He suggests that the vexed question of what is or is not DX should take into account how many G's and Eu's are after the particular piece at the time. He has called every ZL he has heard on Fifteen for some time, with no luck; yet he has raised VR4, PK, VK9, FR7, FB8, often first go. Is the answer that lots of G's like to work ZL, but fewer are really DX-conscious in the conventional sense? G3NWT also points out that a ZL will often go back to "Old Joe," whose voice he recognises, rather than to a relative or complete stranger. Two truths emerge: (i) if a station knows you, or wants to, he will come back nine times out of ten; (ii) there is no relation between the proportion of replies to CQ's and the potency of the signal.

Next, the whole QSL situation. A recent note on taped reports by SWL's prompts G3NWT to reflect that the system might free the transmitting amateur from the whole bondage of the QSL system. No DX operator would object to giving, during the QSO, verbal proof for the purpose of recording; this would take only a few seconds, with the two call-signs, report, band and date. A whole DXCC's-worth of these could be removed from this Table. New claims can be made at any time.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Confirmed</th>
<th>Worked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GM3OM</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JEQ</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2NJ</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JGW</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6VC</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3COV</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3KOR</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3APA</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3AYA</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2DF</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3HUK</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2CZU</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NFV</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NPB</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3LWQ</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3MJX</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NNO</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3OHX</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3OSE</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NNF</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW3CBY</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3MGJ</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JSX</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3IDG</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4JA</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3PDM</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phone Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Confirmed</th>
<th>Worked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GM3AVA</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM3OM</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FS</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GM2UU</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NPB</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NBT</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2CZU</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NAA</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NNF</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NNO</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3NFV</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accumulated on a two-ounce tape—and it would cut out the "rigged" QSO's and those which aren't even R2, automatically.

He continues: "Personally, I can't understand the stress on confirmation. If I say I have worked x countries, I have worked x countries. They are all in the log, they are all honest QSO's, and I would no sooner claim DX I hadn't worked than rob an offer-atory box. Why do I have to subscribe to a procedure involving wheedling, gentle persuasion, polite blackmail, barter and wielding half an acre of IRC's to get credit for them, when none of these 'skills' has the slightest connection with Amateur Radio?"

(Editorial Note: The unfortunate truth is that there are people who do rob offeroty boxes!)

Latest Scare

We are still with G3NWT, but on a very different subject. He passes on the fact that VQ2BK heard a broadcast science programme in which mention was made of the possible end of all radio communication! Briefly, the basis was that we haven't had a Supernova explosion of a near star within our galaxy for some centuries and, by the law of averages, might be due for one. Judging by the noise from the very distant "Crab nebula" — the result of an explosion 900 years ago—the effect of a relatively close Supernova might be something like that of 1000 years' supply of auroras all at once, plus a total blanket noise blotting out the entire spectrum and possibly lasting for centuries. Good science-fiction stuff, this ... or is it?

Top Scorers

It is worth noting that 1961 has been a record year among the "top people" for DXCC and similar purposes, despite the fact that conditions have been looked on as generally mediocre until the last month or so. A year ago the top scorers on the DXCC Roll of Honour had only just reached the magic mark of 300 (ZL2GX and W1FH sharing that figure), with PY2CK holding top place for Phone with 297.

Now, twelve months later, we have four of them sharing top place with 311 (W3GHD, 4DQH, 3JNN and PY2CK)—with the latter scoring the same figure of 311 on Phone ... and those whose score is 300 don't even appear on the Roll of Honour at all! There are at least fifty stations in the world now with scores of over 300 countries—and that means confirmed, for DXCC purposes. The UK's two top scorers, G3AAM and G4CP, appear to have "retired" at 300—and who can blame them?

Happy is the G3O ... or G3P ... with the goal of DXCC (one hundred countries) still in front of him. Progress slows down on exponential lines after the first hundred or so!

Our Heading Photograph (p.468)

This time it is Harry Houghton, licensed as G3OPY, who is the operator of the amateur-band station recently installed—with much generous assistance by the Derby & District Amateur Radio Society—at the Cheshire Home at Staunton Harold, Leics. There has hardly been time yet for G3OPY to pile up a DX score, but we feel sure that, as the years pass, Harry and the others at Staunton Harold working for their tickets will make G3OPY a well-known call-sign.

Prefixes to Note

Just to help you on your way, here are a few of the Africans: FF7, Mauritania; FF7, Mali; FE8, Cameroon; TD8, Dahomey; TNB, Congo Republic (formerly French Congo); TL8, Central African Republic; TT8, Chad; TU2, Ivory Coast; TR8, Gabon; TV8, Upper Volta; SU7, Niger; SN2, Nigeria; 6W8, Senegal; 9Q5, Republic of the Congo.

Late Flashes

VR1M — direct from Mike, G3JFF: They duly arrived, set everything up in a workshop adjacent to the transmitting station, and hooked on to a long wire (360 feet, between two 70-ft. masts!) from September 20, stacks of W6's were worked (nothing else could be heard through them). But on the second day the transmitter started giving trouble through overheating and humidity, and some time was lost. Third day, on the air again, but conditions very poor—a whole evening was spent on 21 mc with little success. Duties and a restricted boat service from the ship to the island curtailed time—but this was not meant to be a proper DX-pedition. 397 QSO's were made, in 37 countries, with operating time averaging 4½ hours a day. They will be returning to Tarawa in March or April, and hope for better luck ... meanwhile, look for YJ1MA in November.

Also from G3JFF: VR1A is the Government Wireless Officer for the group, and not very active; VR1B is on Twenty SSB; VR1G is going QRT in November, for two months' U.K. leave. (And at the last minute we hear that VR2AB is on temporary assignment on Tarawa, and may show up as VR1J.)

Wallis Island: FW8AS operation still planned for November ... VP8EG is the operator being replaced by G3LET. The Caribbean tour ought to be under way by now, starting at VP3YG. Frequencies 14314, 304, 294, 281 and 14247 kc ... UA0BP/0 and UA3AT/0 will be on phone from Zone 19, SSB.

Top Band DX: G3PU (Weymouth) worked across the Pond on October 15. From 0601 to 0618 GMT he held a QSO with W2FYT (579/569); and from 0618 to 0628 he worked W2KQT (569/469). G3PU says: "The transmitter is the same old 8-watter (now twelve years old) and the aerial is 265 ft. long and 70 ft. high." He has now worked 35 countries in six continents on Top Band!

Acknowledgments, as ever, to all sources of information, especially W4KVX's DX, the WGDXC Bulletins, the NCDXC DX-er, the Western Radio Amateur and, of course, all our own correspondents, who show no signs of tiring.

The deadline for the December issue is first post on Friday, November 10, a rather early one forced on us by the calendar. Don't be late, and address everything to "DX Commentary," Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I. Good Hunting, enjoy your contests, and 73. BCNU!
DX-PEDITION TO THE ISLAND OF EIGG

GB3GM,
August 27 - September 10

F. G. Martin (G3PDM)

First thoughts about manning a DX-pedition came early this year, when it became known that the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Royal Grammar School was again arranging for a camping party to spend a fortnight on the Island of Eigg, in Scotland. The radio expedition formed part of the survey work carried out at the camp, such activities as geology, marine biology, loch-sounding and rock-climbing being undertaken by various groups. Last year SWL's Martin and Fenwick took along receiving gear, so for this year something more ambitious was planned.

The radio group this time consisted of G3NOQ, G3PDM (ex-SWL Martin), and SWL's Craddock and Fenwick. In order to attract a large number of contacts, it was decided to request a special licence—the Post Office was most co-operative, as ever, and our expedition was issued with GB3GM for the fortnight.

For those not familiar with the more remote parts of Scotland, the Island of Eigg is about four miles by six, with a population of eighty. It forms part of the group Muck, Rhum, and Eigg at Lat. 56°52'N, Long. 6°15'W, and is administered by the county of Inverness-shire (for which GB3GM contacts score).

Equipment

This county has been visited by a good number of DX-peditions in the past, for the purpose of giving Top Band WABC hunters a new one. So it was felt that GB3GM would be more useful if a transmitter could be established for the HF bands, as there are many European stations working towards WBC and WPX. Fortunately, a Heathkit DX-40U transmitter was readily available from the South Shields Club. To simplify matters, it was decided to employ crystal control with this transmitter—no disadvantage, since, with the call-sign, there was no necessity to hunt for contacts! For the aerial, clearly what was needed was a multi-band device, fed by a single cable, and requiring no fiddling around to change bands. Mosley Electronics, Ltd., kindly loaned a V-4-6 vertical four-band array. Using this aerial and the CC transmitter, it was possible to change bands in under twenty seconds. With operating hours restricted as they were, this proved most convenient.

The receiver was an Eddystone 5.640.

Power Supply

A few of the houses on the island are provided with a form of DC supply. All the radio gear was, of course, designed for AC input only, but we were fortunate in being able to pitch our tents near the house of the Island's doctor, who has a 1½ kW generating set. Thus one more obstacle was surmounted. To avoid inconveniencing the doctor by running his generator continuously, GB3GM was on only from about 5.0 p.m. to 11.0 p.m. each day.

Eigg was reached on August 28 and the tents were pitched. The V-4-6 was erected the following morning, and, on the Tuesday afternoon, 29th, our first CQ on 14050 kc brought an immediate reply from OH2PO, and thereafter GB3GM was in business. That night W's were worked on 20m., and PY on 15m., despite the fact that the shack was on an east-sloping hillside. These, and a UA9 on Forty, were raised without the prescribed radials for the V-4-6, which was being used with a single earth spike. Regardless of this, few reports were received worse than 579, and the Mosley V-4-6 did an admirable job.

So far, an aerial had not been put up for use with the 160m. gear. The end of about 1000 feet of 14g. was taken to the top of the hill behind the shack and, supported by a rock and four poles along its length, was placed along the ridge. As the far end was not visible from the camp, an earth-return telephone was hooked up, which proved useful for communication with aerial erectors (and sun-bathers). Incidentally, the earth resistance to the top of the ridge was measured at only 1500 ohms.

As soon as the aerial was up, a series of heavy thunder-storms started, and QRN soon made Top Band conditions unbearable. But meanwhile, on 20 metres, VP8FV, ZB1, ZC4 and TA5 were being worked, not to mention endless Europeans. When 160 metres began to quieten down a bit, a good number of stations was raised, including OK, GM portables, and G3BIK (Gosforth), the only station near home worked during the trip. The best session on 160 metres was the last night, September 7, when 579 reports came from many GDX stations, operation continuing until the early hours of the morning for a final fling.

Taken as a whole, the expedition was a great success, and valuable experience was gained for...
future such trips. As operation only covered about six hours a day, the total of 268 contacts in ten evenings is felt to be quite reasonable. Incidentally, every one of these was on CW, as the few phone CQ's produced no replies!

For the success of the trip, sincere thanks are due to the South Shields Club for the loan of the transmitter; to G3GBF for the loan of mains cable; to Mosley Electronics, Ltd., for lending us the V-4-6 aerial; and to Doctor Maclean, of Eigg, and his family, who really acted as hosts to the party, supplying not only power and refreshment, but also accommodation on the last night after the tents had been packed away.

All QSL's have been sent out, and return cards would be appreciated for the Camp Exhibition to be held at the Royal Grammar School in November, when the fruits of the expedition will be displayed.

---

OUTSTANDING DX/TV RECEPTION—DETAILS OF EQUIPMENT USED—READERS' NEWS, VIEWS AND QUERIES—SOME DX RESULTS ON TEN

Among the numerous ranks of short wave listeners there are a small number of “splinter groups” with particular interests of their own, and many individualists who even branch out in their very own way. Short wave listening, itself, covers a vast number of different interests; combined with tape recording it affords even more variety of opportunity for the SWL. But one of the lesser-known aspects of SWL activities is that of DX television reception—followed, as yet, by only a very select few.

One of these is Charles N. Rafarel, of Poole, who has been specialising in DX/TV for some time and has, during the past summer, brought it to a fine art and achieved some really wonderful results. In his own words, he has defected from the ranks of “honest” short-wave listeners, and has been severely bitten by the DX/TV bug.

SWL Rafarel decided that he must have some alternative to the main-stream of his favourite hobby of amateur-band DX. As his family has some connections with France, and the language difficulty therefore doesn’t exist, he has been a daily listener to RTF broadcasting for a long time. Last February he made the first attempt to establish a regular link with the RTF Television Service, and succeeded, the chosen station being Caen (Band I, Channel F2), about 130 miles over the water from Poole.

Since February 16 he has never failed to receive his daily picture from Caen, despite severe interference at times from the BBC on adjacent channels. But he is definitely an “extreme fringe area” French viewer, and is even making arrangements to obtain a French TV licence.

Technically, there were as yet few difficulties. Slight modifications to the 21-in. domestic TV line time-base gave the necessary 819 lines, but with only a two-thirds scan width. The makers of the receiver put SWL Rafarel in touch with an engineer friend of theirs whose interest was also DX/TV, and joint work between the two has solved all problems.

A 14-in. set was bought and modified for 819 lines, with immediate success, and a full-width picture. Next the 14-mc SWL dipole was “sacrificed” and replaced by an aerial giving four half-waves on the F2 channel, which reduced BBC interference.

Next stage—stripping out of the sound chassis from another old TV receiver for the French sound (RTF spacing between sound and vision is 13 mc, compared with the BBC’s 3.5 mc). Experiments in dodging the BBC channels eventually raised two RTF stations in Band I, and five in Band III. It was this that initiated the real urge for DX/TV reception.

Ranging Europe

One Sunday morning an “unlockable” negative-going picture was tuned in, which proved to be RAI, Italy, so it was decided to modify the 14-in. set for the negative-going pictures of the CCIR (European standard). Eventually a simple change-over switch was so arranged as to invert the video diode, alter the video amplifier and cut out the noise limiter. Within minutes of completing this mod., a magnificent test-card picture was received from Madrid Navacerrada (Band I, Channel E2) at a distance of 750 miles!

Then followed new aerials—an 11-element horizontal beam for Band III and a five-element horizontal for Band I, both mounted about 37 feet high. The latter gave much-improved results on Caen and other European stations, but the trouble now was the absence of sound on the CCIR FM sound channels. Further mods.—this time to an old domestic FM receiver, equipped with a front-end cascode converter for reception of sound on Bands I and III.

Now fully-equipped, C. N. Rafarel cast his net
wide over Europe, and certainly emerged with some nice fish, as the list given on p.478 shows. Photographs of the TV screen, some of which are reproduced herewith, serve a better purpose than QSL cards! Some are naturally of poor quality, where the reception has been marginal, but others show what excellent reception has been possible at times. And, of course, something is lost in the processes of photography and reproduction here.

The pièce de résistance is, of course, the USSR/TV test card, believed to emanate from Minsk (1300 miles). Identification has been one of the main snags all the time, but naturally test cards are a godsend. (On a later occasion the one from Minsk was held for three hours on a Sunday morning!)

To quote SWL Rafarel once more: "In all this there has been a tremendous sense of satisfaction, and to add vision to sound contributes much to the DX hobby. There is great interest for me in seeing and hearing a Khruschev speech over Budapest relay, sports programmes from Czecho-Slovakia, regattas from Warsaw, and I now know what Omo and Vim adverts look like in Italian and Spanish!"

The Technical Side

The apparatus needed for DX/TV need consist of no more than a good, sensitive TV receiver, modified as regards the time-base circuits and also to cope with negative-going pictures; a receiver for FM sound; and a suitable selection of aerials for the chosen bands. Given this modest equipment, the chief requirement thereafter is patience; for even in the "open season" there are many blank days for CCIR TV, and on other days, different times produce different countries—just as the normal short-wave bands give such widely-varying DX conditions.

Since the DX stations on Band I are received via Sporadic-E propagation, and those on Band III by tropospheric scatter, the period May-September seems to be best for DX/TV reception. Recent reports indicate that the party is now over, and there may be little doing until next summer. However, both Brest and Lille (Band III) occasionally break through, and Caen still gives the regular daily picture.

All attempts to correlate results with weather or barometric pressure have so far failed (the USSR...
Meanwhile, we have the usual interesting assortment of queries, statements of opinion, comments on the state of the bands, and descriptions of rigs, all of which must be condensed to fit in the space available, so here we go:

Newcomers

M. McCormick (Luton) says this is the first time he has written to anyone on the subject of radio; he has been covering the amateur bands for a year, first with an R.109, now with an S-20R and “with access to” a Mohican which he helped to build up; numerous aerials have convinced him that nothing beats a long wire. He thinks that Fifteen is badly neglected, and has heard seven “uncommon” prefixes all calling CQ with no replies. Mike, who is 14 years old, concludes thus: “I sent an insulting letter to Moscow about their jammers, and back came a bulky envelope, post haste, containing several picture cards of Moscow, and a letter thanking me for my report and hoping to hear from me again.” Reply from Peking still awaited!

R. D. A. Ross (Taunton) is another “first-timer,” started off about 18 months ago by hearing local amateurs on a BC set. He bought an R.107, and then, last April, a Minimitter converter, after which serious listening began, mostly on Ten, Fifteen and Twenty. He has a grouse (haven’t we all?) about the shocking state of even our limited 100 kc on Forty—still messed up by broadcasters and commercials; and another one about the standard of operating of many SSB stations. So far he has logged about 105 prefixes, so we shall soon see his name on the list.

Two more new correspondents are Bill and Robert Ferguson (Glasgow), brothers of 19 and 14 describing themselves as “two really keen SWL’s at the same QTH.” They have a modified R.1155B with an RF-24 for Fifteen and Ten; a variety of aerials, all indoors; and their main interest is CW. Both have logged 39 Zones, but Bill is searching for Zone 29 and his young brother for Zone 19! Yes—3A2BA on Forty CW was genuine.

From Overseas

G. A. Greville writes from Port Moresby, Papua—a real DX SWL! He says he gets a great deal of enjoyment out of listening to England, and anywhere else, his rig consisting of an R.208 bought from a London shop and shipped out to Papua, and an SWL-7 Mosley aerial. We have been promised a photograph and look forward to seeing it.

Jan Lind (Solna, Sweden), a regular reader, is a student at the Pharmaceutical Institute, Stockholm, and does not get a lot of time for DX—nevertheless, he comes into the HPX Ladder with 260 prefixes heard; he has logged 157 countries in 37 zones, with 125C in 33Z confirmed, and has QSL cards from 622 different amateur stations, all for phone reception.

DX/TV STATIONS RECEIVED:
FEBRUARY - JULY 1961

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>STATION</th>
<th>BAND</th>
<th>CHANNEL</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Lille</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>F8a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caen</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rouen</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>F10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cherbourg</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>F12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Le Havre</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>F7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bourges</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>F9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nantes</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>F4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zaragossa</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barcelona</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Coimbra</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Monte Nerone</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Ia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monte Penice</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Ib</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>Budapest</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Minsk</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechoslovakia</td>
<td>Ostrava</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bujedovik</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>O2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Warsaw</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Grinten</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oldenburg</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Fyn</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>S’kvde</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>St. Polten</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Liege</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>E3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aerial system used by SWL C. N. Rafarel for DX/TV reception. The main array is the 11-element Yacl — see text.
Queries

Every month, it seems, someone queries that UT5 prefix! It is used by certain stations in the Ukraine, but whether they have run out of UBS’s or whether it is in a different category, we have not yet been able to find out. S. L. Bleaney (Dunstable) mentions it this time, also the prefixes UK2 and A1—neither of which we know anything about. C. N. Davies (Bicester) also queries the UT5, as well as IE1SMO, said to be on an island off Sicily. This latter one, operated in 1960, was genuine—but we can’t remember the name of the island. (Not a country, of course, but valid for WPX or HPX.) SWL Davies joins the HPX ladder with 154 prefixes, all heard on an ordinary Philips broadcast receiver covering short waves (or at least Twenty and Forty, each taking up about a quarter-inch of scale length). Something better for the amateur bands is hoped for in due course. Meanwhile, “pet hates” are operators who gabble their callsigns, and contests which clutter up the bands, causing pile-ups and QRM.

Forty Metres

David Evans (Denton) doesn’t agree with our statement that Forty is not taken seriously as a DX band. He has heard many stations calling CQ DX and getting DX replies—but mostly on CW. On phone, he says, much DX is heard but very little worked; but sometimes around 0130 GMT one can find W7’s working the East Coast on phone, quite oblivious of the fact that they are getting into Europe. The band is reliable, too—more consistent than the others—as far as North America is concerned, but openings to Central America are not so numerous. Occasionally it opens to the Far East in the early evenings, but it’s not worth waiting around for this to happen. Stations logged on Forty by SWL Evans include UA9KEA, VS1JG, VE3AL and W’s on CW; HK3KL, 7PS, PY2ABS, 2SI, 6SN, YV1AO, 1EQ, 5ARV, 6DW and W’s on Phone . . . all between 2300 and 0300.

Neville Bethune (London, N.14) also mentions Forty and has logged U18KAG, FP8BR, ZB2AD and TF5TP (CW, we should think, though he doesn’t mention it).

DX News

J. S. Alderton (Faversham) has been running an R.107 and RF-24 since June of last year, but as he is away at school the operating time has been limited. However, he has heard such nice ones as VR6, VR4, VR1, KG4, KR6, ZD9 and a lot of the more usual stuff. He is keeping a tally of countries heard “per band,” in which Twenty leads with 74, Fifteen coming next with 48. All phone only.

A. W. Nielson (Glasgow) found listening so dull during the summer that the old CR-100 got very dusty. However, a short holiday brought back the enthusiasm and sent his total HPX up to 476. He finds the morning hours interesting on Twenty. SSB—they yielded HM4AQ as well as such DX as KA, KG6, KW6, KL7, VK and ZL. On September 10, in a single listening spell between 1430 and 1630, SWL Nielson logged all W districts as well as the two new States—KH6 and KL7 . . . all Twenty SSB, during the USA “WAS” Contest.

In contrast with this enthusiasm for Twenty, R. J. C. Coats (Cowie) says “Fifteen has peaked up terrifically recently, with many strong signals from Central and South America”—but he’s heard nothing whatever on Ten.

Then up comes R. M. Nixon (Liverpool) to say that by listening on 10 metres around 1600 GMT, he has logged such interesting pieces as: CR6BY, CR6JM, CR7ES, CX4CS, OD5CS, ZE2JA, ZE2JL, ZE4JE and ZE8JA, several of these having been heard more than once. R.M.N. runs an R.208, the aerial consisting only of an 8 ft. square about 12 ft. high!

And also about Ten, K. A. Reeves (Solihull) reports ZC4PW at 5 and 9-plus on 28-48 mc at about noon on September 30, and wonders if anyone else also heard him?

The moral of all this seems to be: “Don’t neglect 10 metres, whatever anyone may say about the state of the band.”

P. J. Weyell (Richmond) says the best bet for finding DX on Twenty SSB is to listen to a well-known DX-chaser (such as MP4BBW) and stick on the frequency—it’s surprising how much one eventually hears. Apart from this pursuit, he was glad to log VR4CB on Fifteen phone (1010 GMT).

Miscellaneous

H. Warburton (Aldershot) says “activity has been very limited, but with the completion of a new 250-ft. wire, end-fed, running North and South, I am looking forward to a good Top Band season” . . . and why not?

Robert Hunt (Sheringham) is eighteen, has been an SWL for about three years, and joins the HPX Ladder for the first time. . . Douglas Bell (Nottingham) says that before he had his “main receiver,” which is an R.1155B, he used to hear much DX on a home-made 0-V-0 on Twenty—including all South America, West Indies, W’s, VE’s and the like, on AM phone. Nowadays he has an HRO.

John Ingham (Halifax) has swapped his 358X receiver for a CR.300/1, which is a good deal better. His aerial is the so-called “G5RV” arrangement—which we prefer to call a centre-fed long wire, or

Correspondence from short wave listeners is welcomed for this feature, the next appearance of which is in the January, 1962 issue. Good photographs of SWL stations can be used and are paid for on publication; prints should be accompanied by adequate descriptive notes. The closing date is November 29 and all mail should be addressed: “SWL” c/o The Editor, Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
just a doublet. He remarks on heavy activity on
Fifteen, on which band the old receiver was just
about dead, and adds that he uses a GDO as the
local oscillator for a 15- and 20-metre converter
using an EF80 mixer—this was when he was having
trouble with the previous receiver. Now he is taking
an R.A.E. course, and we wish him luck!

Explaining his HPX score increase of 9 only, A. Griffiths (Solihull) reports that “the VHF bug
has bitten at this QTH”—he is getting very-encour-
gaging GDX results with a modified BC-624 (this is
the Rx section of the SCR-522 equipment), preceded
by an RF pre-amplifier using a 6CW4 Nuvistor; the
beam is a 5-6e rotary in the loft. SWL A. Griffiths
(50 Redlands Road, Solihull, Wars.) adds that he
will be happy to discuss the conversion of the BC-
624 with any SWL who writes him, enclosing an s.a.e.

And, just to keep the keen DX chasers up to the
mark, G. P. Watts (Norwich) says that he is “still
forcing on, now with 308 countries confirmed! ”

Mrs. Chris Kiddell (London, S.E.6) says she would
like to see Forty cleaned up; for one thing, many
of the members of the R.A.I.B.C. Net have been
forced up on to Eighty, and that band is rapidly
becoming almost as bad as the other—it’s quite an
achievement to get a 100 per cent QSO.

P. L. Ashley (Selsdon, South Croydon, Sy.) asks
for getting transmission reports or wishing to join
on the recording side, is invited to get in touch
with him at the address given.

Technical Query

P. L. Ashley (Selsdon, South Croydon, Sy.) asks
us to say he would like to hear from anyone with
suggestions on how to cure TVI from the oscillator
of his HRO-MX receiver; he gets herring-bone on
Ch.1 whenever the receiver is tuned through 9 mc,
10-2 mc, and the 21 mc band, and, most unfortu-
nately, the patterning is strongest when tuning over
the 14 mc amateur band. As it is still there with
the aerials disconnected, the interference could be
partly mains-borne, if not all radiated due to
proximity. Anyway, possibly others have found a
cure for this particular type of TVI?

And that brings us to the end of it for this time.
As “SWL” is not due again until January, 1962,
your conductor would like to wish all who follow
this feature a very happy Christmas, and a rewarding
winter season on the DX bands.

R.A.E. PAPERS—CITY & GUILDS

We are asked to remind readers that the syllabus
of the Radio Amateurs Examination, Subject No. 55,
costs 1s. and the question papers for the 1960/61
examinations are 2s. per set, all post free, from
the Sales Section, City & Guilds of London Institute,
76 Portland Place, London, W.I. Those applying are
asked to note that the Sales Section can not deal with
queries on the Examination itself, and that “Subject
No. 55” must be quoted when ordering.

Read Short Wave Magazine
for the Latest News
COMMERCIAL Tx For TOP BAND

THE NEW "K.W. ONE-SIXTY"

A recent product in the K.W. Electronics, Ltd., range of amateur-band equipment is the "K.W. One-Sixty"—a self-contained CW/Phone transmitter for Top Band, needing only an AC mains lead, aerial, microphone and/or key to put a 10-watt signal on the air.

It is a neat and compact piece of equipment, as can be seen from the photograph below and the illustration on the next page. Dimensions are 12 ins. wide by 6 ins. high and 10 ins. from back to front. The "K.W. One-Sixty" modulates fully at the 10w input, the quality being rated on the air as "excellent." The CW output is T9x, with complete cut-off when the key is up.

The VFO scale, about 6 ins. long, is clearly and accurately calibrated; the netting switch brings in VFO alone, which can be set spot-on the required frequency. Using the normal pi-tank output arrangement, the PA can be matched into a wide range of end-on aerials—though it is, of course, better to go into the aerial through an ATU.

All external connections—mains lead, aerial, key, microphone and muting socket (operated by the send-receive switch on the front panel)—are carried on the rear chassis drop. This makes for clean and tidy installation. Controls are well set out, operation is simple, and altogether the "K.W. One-Sixty," in its smartly-styled cabinet, is a very nice piece of gear to have available for 160-metre working. The circuit of the transmitter, with all values, is given overleaf. Features to notice are that the VFO is on a stabilised line, two 6X4's are used for power supply, and the function switch cuts HT to speech amplifier stages and modulator screens when on CW. [see circuit p.482]
Fig. 1. Circuit complete of the new “K.W. One-Sixty,” a self-contained CW/Phone transmitter for Top Band. It includes all the refinements to give smooth, clean speech with full modulation; quick and accurate netting; and a sharp TX CW note, with BK and receiver muting facilities.

Table of Values
The “K.W. One-Sixty” Top Band Transmitter

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>= 50 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>= 30 μF, trimmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>= 300 μF, var.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>= 0.001 μF, silver mica</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>= 220 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>= 680 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>= 005 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>= 0.1 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>= 750 μF, trimmer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>= 25 μF elect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C11</td>
<td>= 0.0001 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12</td>
<td>= 400 μF, var.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C13</td>
<td>= 20 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C14</td>
<td>= 32 μF, elect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C15</td>
<td>= 40 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C16</td>
<td>= 30 μF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>= 6,800 ohms, 5 w., w/wound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>= 10,000 ohms, 2 w.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3, R5</td>
<td>= 2,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>= 10,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R19</td>
<td>= 470,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>= 470 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>= 680 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R9</td>
<td>= 0.5 megohm, pre-set gain control</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>= 1,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>= 22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R12</td>
<td>= 2,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R13</td>
<td>= 1 megohm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R14</td>
<td>= 22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R15, R17</td>
<td>= 470,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>= 4,700 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R18</td>
<td>= 2,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R19</td>
<td>= 250 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>= 47,000 ohms, w/wound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>= 0.5 megohm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R22</td>
<td>= 1,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>= 22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R24, R27</td>
<td>= 680 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R25</td>
<td>= 22,000 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26</td>
<td>= 2,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R27</td>
<td>= 250 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R28</td>
<td>= 470 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R29</td>
<td>= 2,200 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R30</td>
<td>= 4,700 ohms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR1</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR2</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR3</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR4</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR5</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR6</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR7</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR8</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR9</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VR10</td>
<td>= 66AX6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

APC = Anti-parasitic choke
WBC = Wide-band coupler
F1 = 1 amp.
F2 = 500 mA
V1, V2 = 66AX6
V3 = 21A6 (PL81)
V4 = 6BR7
V5 = 12AX7
V6, V7 = 6W6
V8, V9 = 6X4
V10 = OA2

(Circle of Items Rec. 1, Ch.1, T1 and T2, WBC and L1, L2 are as fitted.)

CLEANING UP FORTY

From comments and discussion in overseas Amateur Radio publications we are glad to see that the attack on the 40-metre HC stations is gathering momentum. Not only should the frequencies they occupy in the 7000-7100 kc band be used as much as possible, but the flow of individual letters of complaint is necessary if the attack is to be kept up. By this is meant that a single letter on behalf of, say, a 25-member club group is that much less effective than a letter from each of the 25 members individually. By the same token, letters from a lot of clubs and their members will do much more real good than one official complaint “through the usual channels,” on behalf of U.K. amateurs as a body. This is a campaign in which quantity counts more than any other factor. The addresses to which letters should be sent are: Mr. K. A. Ahmed, Director-General, Radio Pakistan, 71 Garden Road, Karachi 3, Pakistan; Mr. M. H. Taifour, Controller of International Relations, U.A.R. Broadcasting Corporation of Cairo, 4 Sherifein Street, Cairo, Egypt; and Mr. Fang Chiung, Director, International Liaison Dept., Broadcasting Administration, Peoples Republic of China, Peking.
ONCE again, much to report and discuss—with yet another very good opening for EDX working over October 12-15, when HB and LX were there for those wanting new countries on two metres! Well, perhaps it had better be said that HB1QQ, HB9BZ, HB9KM and LX1SI were there for those who could raise them! And, rarest piece of all (on October 15), OE91M, worked by G3LTF for what is probably the first G/OE contact by tropospheric propagation. There have been previous QSO’s between the U.K. and Austria on two metres—but, of course, by meteor scatter and not via tropo. So for OE91M and G3LTF a new “first” is chalked up, with congratulations to them both.

And it now transpires that the G3JHM/SM6ANR contact on 70 cm., reported in our last, is a new world record, the distance being 686 miles, as near as makes no matter. This is a fine effort by them both, and likewise they go into the honour roll.

Also to be recorded is a late-night Aurora opening on October 1, which caught G3AGS (Manchester) prepared—about the only other G station on, apparently, was GB3VHF, 582 with G3AGS, who worked four GM’s and G1SY. This particular opening came at the grisly hour of 0030 BST and lasted till about 0200; hence the lack of activity!

The big opening of October 12-15—and we should be grateful for two such great opportunities within six weeks! —raised considerable activity and showed some splendid EDX results on both VHF bands. The trend of conditions favoured the southerly part of the country after the 14th—in other words, the area of good conditions started to contract towards Europe—and though the bands were wide open into Europe from the south of England on October 15, generally the reports show that the more northerly G’s got their best DX up to the 14th. (It is always difficult to be quite sure about this sort of thing, as so much depends upon the volume of reports and on who is reporting.)

70-Centimetre Results

Looking at the 430 mc band for the period October 12-15, the first report is from G3JMA (Harlow), who worked a number of GDx stations “at terrific strength” on the evening of October 14. G2CIW (Birmingham) also did well with the GDx on October 13-14, but found conditions falling off the next day. Much the same sort of report from G3NNG (Harwell), except that he, being further south than G2CIW, managed to work some GDx on the 15th.

The big 70-centimetre story is from G3LTF (Gallywood), whose log runs somewhat as follows: October 14, DJ3ENA and SM6ANR; October 15, DL6EZA, SM6ANR and SM7AED. This is real DX for the 430 mc band, and G3LTF six countries worked on 430 cm.

Most reports mention GDx only on 430 mc, and it seems that it was G3LTF who had the biggest helping of EDX on that band—Arnold, G3HBW, must be rebuilding, or something!

DX on Two Metres

The two-metre reports make very interesting reading, and your A.J.D. is obliged for so much from so many—hence, the paragraphs following pick out only the big news.

G6RH (Bexley, Kent) got some nice GDx on October 12, including EI2A (Co. Meath) and GI3FJA; on the 13th, the latter was raised again, together with two GM’s and DM2AK; on the 14th, more GI and GM, also GD3UB (who always contrives to be on when the band is open!) and DM2ADJ. On the 15th, it was GDx only, while during the opening much EDX/GDx was heard, including more GM, several GI’s and LX1SI. G6RH says he could not find the HB’s, though he could hear them being called and worked.

It is a pleasure to have a line again from Guy, ON4BZ (Brussels), who says: “I worked OK1EH on October 15 for my first OK contact, so I now have 18 countries worked; we were S8/9 both ways on CW” — and very nice, too. What is a pity is that he missed

VHF BANDS

A. J. DEVON

Another Great Opening,
October 12-15—
HB, LX and OE Worked—
Many New DX Contacts—
70 Cm. World Record for
G3JHM/SM6ANR—

TWO METRES

COUNTIES WORKED SINCE SEPTEMBER 1, 1961
Starting Figure, 14
From Home QTH Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G2CW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3KPT</td>
<td>G3NNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3OJY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E12A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5DW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3CO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW3MFY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2XII</td>
<td>G3SO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3JWQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3LTF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3FIJ</td>
<td>G3OSA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Annual Counties Worked Table opened on September 1st, 1961, and will close on August 31st, 1962. All operators who work 14 or more Counties on Two Metres are eligible for entry in the Table. QSL cards or other proofs are not required when making claims. The first claim should be a list of counties with the stations worked for them. Therefore, counties may be claimed as they accrue. Note: While new claims can be made at any time in the period from now to end-June 1962, all operators are asked to send in amended scores as often as possible, in order to keep the Table running up-to-date. After June 30, 1962 (with two months still to run to the end of the 12-month season), only amended scores from those already standing in the Table at that date will be accepted, unless they are new claims from operators licensed w.e.f. June 1962.
GD3UB—ON4BZ has been stalking OD literally for years!

G3JMA (Harlow) reports that the evenings October 12-13 were very good to the north; as well as raising EI2A for a new county, he worked G13FJA and three GM's, this being the first time that G3JMA had registered with GM. G2CIW (Birmingham) says that on the 12th he booked in EI2A, GC2FZC, GI5AJ and GW3MDY; on the 13th, GM2FNF for a new county (I. of Arran, Bute) and three other GM's, all on phone, also DM2ABK (Sonneberg, G.D.R.) on CW.

Needless to say, G3LTF shows a most intriguing EDX log, covering in all 17 countries heard or worked during the period October 12-15; in the "worked" category, the high-lights are HB1KI, HB1QQ, HB9BZ, HB9KM, LX1SI, OE9IM, OK1EH and a varied selection of DJ/DL/DM, also several SM's, some of these latter being worked more than once and on both bands! Anyway, it all brings G3LTF to 18C in the Countries Table, together with a number of difficult GM counties already covered for the New Annual. No wonder G3LTF says this was the best opening yet on two metres!

G3HBW (Bushy) was on two metres for the opening, and worked four GI's, four GM's, EI2A, SM6PU, SM7AED and "various DL's, PAO's, etc." In his "heard" list are GM2FHI, GM2FNF and GM3DDE, as well as numerous EU's, of whom one of the most interesting was DJ3ENA, "way down near the HB border; he was calling G13FJA (and if they made contact it would be an 800-mile QSO). Nearer home, an enjoyable QSO was with DL2XM; none other than our old friend, Bill James, G6XM, of Nottingham. But Arnold missed the HB's—he just wasn't on when they were there! As G3HBW says, one has to be QRT sometimes—and, anyway, why should he worry, with HB already in the bag.

The very next letter is from DL2XM/G6XM. He is still on an indoor 4/4, slot fed, with which he has worked 138 stations in 7 counties; Bill says his "local area" is DJ/DL and PA, with ON4 at a pinch. During the October opening, several G's were worked, but G2DQ, G3BSU and G3HQ are down as "failed to answer." G's he hears regularly, but cannot raise, are G2IF and G3EMU—here follow some suggestions about "finding a new sensitive spot on their crystals"! What can he mean? Future plans at DL2XM include getting a good beam outside, boosting the TX with a 4X150A in the final, and a new converter using 6CW4's. So we shall hope to hear from Bill again.

Of course, Louis of G3EHY (Banwell, Somerset) was about the right time, and for him the band opened on October 13, with GM's coming in nicely; on the 14th, he says "the DX was good from all quarters—north, south, east and west"; the HB's were heard, also many other EU's; but G3EHY rates his best QSO as being with GM2FNF, on the lonely Isle of Arran.

Writing in as "a new boy on two metres, and having an FB time," EI2A (Nuan, Co. Meath) is able to claim for the current Tables; during the October opening, EI2A worked no less than 75 stations, with F2ER of Chateau-Roussy, among them at least 20 G3GM's coming in nicely; for him the "DX was good outside, even when conditions are hard, even when conditions are hard," and for him the "DX was good outside, even when conditions are hard," G3EHY shows his "grand slam."}

**TWO METRES**

**COUNTRIES WORKED**

Starting Figure, 8

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>GM</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>G3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LX</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

EDX, and regarded as a consola-

One of the earliest of our VHF corresponds, going right back to SWL days and the VHF column in the old *Short Wave Listener*—to which, in their time, several of the well-known operators of today used to send in listener reports—was Alan Edgar, who became G31OE (Newcastle). He is still working two metres from his gully at Gosforth; he hits it out on 145-81 mc, but finds the going hard, even when conditions are good—people just don't tune up that far. However, he is able to claim a couple of new ones for the All-Time, and mentions "scores of Continentals heard during the big openings." His
**TWO METRES**

**ALL-TIME COUNTIES WORKED LIST**

Starting Figure 14

From Home QTH Only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>G5SYV (787)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>G6NB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>G3CCH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>G5MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>EI2W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>G2CIW (334), G3KEQ, G6XM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>GM3EGW (310)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>G3HBW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>G3BA, G3BLP (867), G3BW, G3EHY, G3GHQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>G2OI (585), G1HUD (302), G5BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>G6XA (333)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>G2FJR (542), G3FAN (1,000), G3KPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>G2HIF, G3HAZ, G6RH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>G3DMU, G3HOO, G3JWQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>G4SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>G80U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>G3DKF, G8SB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>G3WW (770), G5DS (654), G8VZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>G2HDZ (405), G5BM, G6W5MQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>G2AJ (519), G3LHA (387), G4CHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>G2NH, G3FZL, G6XX, G2WADZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>G5ML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>G3ABA, G3GSE (518), G3NAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>G3CO (467)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>G3AYC, G3F1H, G3LAR, G6TA (487), G2WATM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>G5WP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>G3MTI (242), G4HT (476), G5BY, G6FU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>G2AHP (647), G2DVD (362), G2X6L, G3BQJ, G3GFD, G5MPS, G5JU, G6GN, G6W3MFY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>G3BK, G1DVK (282), G1LTN, G1NQW (218), G8DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>G2DD2, G2FCL (322), G3BNC, G3COJ, G3DLU* G3GSO, G3H1W, G3KHA (262), G3KOF, G3KH, G3GNG, G3JY, G3WS, G4RO, G5DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>G2H0P, G3DO, G3IER, G6CI (220)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>G2CZS (282), G2FQP, G3JAM (481)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>G3CQGQ, G5MR (366), G8KL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WORKED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>G12A, G2I0, G3GBO (434), G3LTF, G3GSS, G3VM, G61L (325), G2CFZC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>G1AP, G3CQK, G3HTY, G3UM (766), G8VN (190)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>G1F0NW, G2F2U (180), G3DLU, G1MAX, G8DR (482), G2CEBK (260)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>G2DCI (155), G1CXD, G1DLU*, G3HT, G6CB (312), G6IP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>G1FYY (235), G1HCU (224), G1IOE, G4LX, G5TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>G3APE, G3HWR, G8IC, G2MDIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>G2BCN (128), G3FIU (392), G3FUR, G3HHY (125), G4UJA, G30HD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G3HIL, G30BB, G8QY, G8VR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G3HIXO, G3ICO (118), G3KPT (180), G5RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>G2AHY, G3FRY, G3GPI (398), G3WIF (129), G3RIA, G1KEF (110), G30BD, G5NF, G8W8UH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>G2CCV, G3AGS, G3AKU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G3HTF, G8DL1, G3MBDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>G1CV0 (231), G1DAH, G31BA (160), G3GJY, G3LTF/A, G6OR, G8NM, G1EMG, G3MD1U, G83GWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>G2BBR, G3CFR (125), G3MED, G3NKN, G3SM (211), G3YH, G4MR (189)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>G3JHM, G3JMA, G3JXN (220), G35K, G6PJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G3FD, G3FEX (226), G3FXG, G3FNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G2AXL, G2DVH, G3CWW (260), G3HSD (168), G5PY, G8VN (125)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G2DRA, G3AGR (135), G3ASG (150), G3BPM, G3AM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>G2AQL (110), G3BDQ, G3DVQ, G3WJ, G6XY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G3JEV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>G2HDR, G3GXC, G5LQ (176)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>G3DBP, G2C2NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G3EGG, G3HM (195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>G3FRF, G3MLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G31WA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>G3CYY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Figures in brackets after call are number of different stations worked on Two Metres; starting figure for this classification, 100 stations worked. QSL cards are not required to verify for entry into this Table. On working 14C or more, a list showing stations and counties should be sent, and thereafter added to as more counties accrue.

- New QTH

**Manchester VHF Convention**

This very successful meeting took place on October 14, the dinner attendance being some 120; the speakers were G3EGK, G3HRH and EI2W, with G6FO in the chair. Excellent local arrangements had been made by the North-West VHF Group committee (G3EGK, G3AOS, G3AGS, G3MAX and G8SB). With the co-operation of G3AKK, of Jodrell Bank, two large parties were able to visit the station, and undoubtedly this was the highlight of the Convention. Though it was murky in Manchester, the Goostrey district was bathed in sunshine, and the great dish made a magnificent picture against the western sky. All who were lucky enough to be in on this trip were much impressed by what they were shown.

A small equipment exhibition was supported by several firms, and for the raffle after the Dinner, there was generous support from many manufacturers; in addition to this, a member of the N-W VHF Group who is the local R.A.C. manager made an appropriate contribution to the draw. For those who did not go to Jodrell Bank, a competent lecture on centimetric equipment and operating possibilities and results was given by G3BAX. The Grosvenor Hotel provided a good dinner, and there was ample time and space for talking round the bar when the formal proceedings had concluded.

Altogether, a very interesting and enjoyable occasion, which drew many visitors from distant parts—they did not seem to mind a bit about missing the opening! —and the North-West VHF Group is to be congratulated and thanked for laying on such a good show.

**The Tabular Matter**

In spite of some editorial obstruction on the grounds of
space, we are able to show the current Tables in full this time. Though you might not think it, more than 60 movements have been taken in, and we hope that all those who have made claims will find themselves where they expect to be.

The New Annual has got off to a good start, even if the amended-rules note at the foot of that table is at present taking up more space than the entries themselves! The attention of all interested is directed to this new ruling about late entries. The whole idea and intention of an annual table is that it should be progressive, and we hope, therefore, that claims will be made as they accrue—which makes it more interesting for everybody, anyway.

Those looking for the proposed new Annual Seventycem table may be disappointed. We are still very willing to run it, but as only four claims have been received, they hardly justify a start being made at this stage; with about five or six more entrants, however, we would be glad to put up the new board.

On working four Counties or more on the 70-Centimetre band, a list showing stations and counties worked should be sent in for this Table, and thereafter new counties worked notified as they accrue.

quite a lot of GM activity now on two metres, with 4m. also getting attention; on the next Auroral opening, GM3EGW intends to give this band a run-over, as it should be good under Ar conditions—how right he is. During the Auroral opening on October 1, some unintelligible phone efforts were heard around the band. Either people did not realise there was an Ar opening on, or they don't know that phone turns to spitch under these conditions.

G3LMG (Tavistock), and another of those out on a limb, writes that G3OJY will be heartily welcome when he gets going from Cornwall. The only VHF advan-
The Devon/Cornwall boys have is that they can go out to numerous tors and other high spots for /P./M work—but that is not a very attractive prospect in the winter. G3LMG himself has gear permanently fitted in his transport, consisting of a 6BQ7-EF95 converter, tuning the IF around 4 mc on a Command Rx; the Tx takes a QQVO3-10 PA; the power supply is a rotary converter; and the aerial a halo for true /M working, or a 5-ele Yagi on a 15-ft. pole when out /P. As he is regularly active, G3LMG would appreciate “more beams being turned south-west”—and that is the old cry from those parts.

G3GSO (Derby) worked 22 stations on October 14, of which 14 were new ones (including three G5’s), giving him 12C for the Annual, and one for the All-Time. But, says G3GSO, “I couldn’t do anything with the exotic stuff.”

Johnnie of G3BLP (Woldingham) now records 967 different stations worked on two metres—but, of course, he has been on since the beginning, though with some breaks. LX1SI, worked during the opening, was his first new country in ten years! The new QTH is giving quite different coverage compared with the Selsdon location—and Johnnie says he still has a 200-ft. run of coax into the beam, showing him a 6 dB loss; this must be put right. G3OJY will be on his way to Cornwall by about now, but kept on the air right up to the deadline; so he is able to make some further claims for the Tables, and reports a very fine 50-min. QSO with GM3HLH/A on October 13, when it was solid arm-chair copy both ways all the time; and then he held GM3EGW in a similar sort of QSO for half-an-hour.

The South Birmingham R.S. chaps have been out /P from Castle Caerninion, near Welshpool, signing GW3OHM on 145.44 mc, and making numerous contacts; these sorties were over the weekends Sept. 16/17 and Sept. 30/ Oct. 1; on the latter occasion, the GM3BCD was worked. Their gear is a 15w. NBFM Tx, a CC converter with A.2521 pre-amp., and a 6/6 beam.

G5ZT (Plymouth) says he has nothing to report because he is “recovering from the EI expedition and re-organising the shack.” Among those claiming for the Tables but not raising particular points are: G3LTN, G8DR, G3FIJ, G3JAM, G5DW, and G3KPT.

Dead-Line

So we wind up on what has been yet another big month. Because the winter is now closing in on us, it does not necessarily mean that the VHF bands will go quite dead; the thing is to keep active, and watch the weather charts. Final date for the next issue is November 15 certain, and the QTH is: A. J. Devon, “VHF Bands.” Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. 73—and keep the fire in till December 1st.

General impression of the T.W. (Withers Electronics) range of two-metre equipment showing, from left to right, the halo aerial, a neat and practical job for portable/mobile use; the Nuvistor self-powered RF pre-amplifier, incorporating the 6CW4 “wonder-button”; the crystal-controlled converter, which is quiet and sensitive and itself incorporates a 6BQ7 RF stage; the power supply and control unit which, through a coax relay mounted on the back, gives aerial change-over as well as send-receive for Tx/Rx, all by the single switch at lower centre; and, on the right, the neat two-metre 10-watt phone/CW transmitter, for which crystal and key plug-in on the front panel, and the microphone into a coax socket on the rear chassis drop. On the Tx, there is only one tuning adjustment, that for the QQV03-10 PA; the left hand knob reads either grid drive or plate current. To get this lot on the air as a two-metre station, all that are required is a receiver to tune the IF (any 2 mc range to choice, picked up on the coax lead in front of the PSU) and a mains lead at 230v. AC. For fixed-station work, a more “galley” beam array would obviously be desirable, while for portable/mobile working a 12v. transistor HT/control unit (not shown here) is available. The microphone in the picture is not the standard TW product, but one of A.J.D.’s own “barkers.” A later version of the transmitter is now in production, rated the same as the one shown here, but of rather more refined panel appearance.
QUICK CHANGE-OVER
BY MANUAL CONTROL
SINGLE-SWITCH PHONE/CW BREAK-IN
D. A. SHEPHERD (G3LCS)

THERE must be many AT stations at which, for some reason or other, an electronic T/R ("send/receive") system cannot be incorporated in the equipment. There must be many, many more who cannot claim to throw one single switch to change the whole station over. These notes are for just such as they.

The writer has used the relay-controlled T/R system described here for more than two years, with complete satisfaction. Instant break-in is achieved at the flick of a switch. Running a Geloso VFO and an 807 PA, it was impossible to use an electronic T/R switch without some alteration to the Geloso circuitry and the provision of a negative bias supply. This was overcome by the system shown in the diagrams, which can be used to break transmission between words on CW, AM or to join in the excellent SSB round tables.

Two relays are involved, each in its own screened diecast box (Eddystone 650). In the writer's case, they are clamped inside the transmitter cabinet, on the rear wall. All connections are brought out via ceramic feed-through condensers, 0.001 µF, or—in the case of the aerial connections—through coaxial connectors.

The whole secret of this speedy one-switch system lies in the method of energising the relays: This is done simply by wiring them in series with the HT supply to the audio output valve (an HRO is used at G3LCS, with a 6V6 in the output). A shorting switch, when closed (the "receive" position) leaves both relays by-passed and de-energised; when this switch is thrown open (the "transmit" position) the relays are energised, and their various contacts are employed to make or break the appropriate leads for the change-over functions.

There is negligible power dissipation in the relays; they are "on" only during transmitting periods, the volts dropped across each being quite small. The writer uses the GPO 600 series, with a DC coil resistance of 500 ohms, which will energise with as little as 10 mA.

Relay Functions

The relay RLA connects the aerial either to the transmitter or the receiver, and shorts the Rx input to earth on "transmit." Since only 50 watts input is used at G3LCS, it was not thought necessary to use a coaxial relay. To ensure adequate contact area, the extra contacts on RLA are wired in parallel for the aerial, transmitter and receiver contacts.

The HT switching relay RLB switches HT on, and mutes the receiver. The receiver is muted by lifting the slider of the RF gain control off earth (a 50,000-ohm potentiometer is connected permanently in series with the free end). On "receive," this potentiometer is, of course, out of circuit, since the slider of the RF gain control effectively shorts it down. On "transmit," it increases the bias on the valves controlled by the RF gain and mutes the receiver. This 50K potentiometer can be set for comfortable monitoring, the receiver returning immediately to normal sensitivity on throwing the switch to "receive."

The circuit arrangements referred to in the text by G3LCS. Very fast change-over is achieved, enabling speech break-in to be worked.

LET US SEE THEM

A large number of photographs goes into every issue of the Magazine, which means that we are always on the look-out for good prints of Amateur Radio interest. If you have any you think would reproduce well, we shall be glad to see them; any that can be used will be paid for on publication.
THE CERTIFICATE ISSUES

LATEST LISTINGS, AND SOME COMMENTS

SINCE the last Certificate Issue list appeared—in the May 1961 issue of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE—nearly 100 new awards have been made in the Magazine series of DX Certificates—and this does not include the VHF Century Club certificates which have gone out in the same period.

Listed here are all SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE Certificate issues (except VHFCC, which are dealt with under “VHF Bands”) made up to the time of writing. It will be seen that these Awards now go out to amateur stations virtually throughout the world.

In dealing with claims on such a large scale, naturally we get a good deal of interesting information as to the general pattern of DX activity, as seen from many different parts of the world. We are also more than a little frustrated by the apparent inability of a proportion of those who claim to observe the rules! This is not always their fault—we suffer by reason of the fact that there are too many self-appointed authorities attempting to interpret the conditions attaching to everyone else’s DX certificates.

We can concern ourselves only with our own Awards—established more than ten years ago, and of which there are eight, open to all comers and covering a wide variety of operating activities.

Not only do we receive packets of cards where none are required (this applies to overseas applicants only), but often claims come in without a check list, and frequently no return postage is enclosed. This is almost tolerable, but it may also be hard to believe that occasionally packets of cards, evidently for a claim, arrive not only without a check list, but also without a covering letter or any return address for the sender—in other words, we do not even know for certain what award is being claimed! Aberrations of this kind involve us in a good deal of detective work, and in correspondence which should be unnecessary, and is a waste of the time of everybody concerned.

At the other end of the scale, it is fair to say that many other claims are received which, being strictly in accordance with the rules and conditions, are a pleasure to process. They give the necessary information in the required form, and no time need be wasted in dealing with them. From our main cross-reference index we can pin-point immediately any doubtful call-sign and, if there is still any query, ask...

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE DX CERTIFICATES

RULES

WNACA (Worked North American Call Areas)
Twenty-two cards to be submitted, for contacts with stations in ten U.S. Districts (W1-41); nine Canadians (VE1-8 with one 8 in Yukon, one in North West Territories); Alaska (KL7), Newfoundland (VO) and Labrador (VO). Contacts may have been on any bands, phone or CW. Operators in W, VE, VO or KL7 are not eligible for this Award (396 WNACA Certificates issued to September, 1961).

FBA (Four Band Award)
Cards to be submitted with confirmation of contacts with 20 different countries, each country to have been worked on four different bands. Any four bands will qualify, e.g. 160-80-40-20, or 30-40-20-10, or 160-40-20-15—and so on. Entrant’s own country may count as one of the 20 countries. (217 FBA Certificates issued to September, 1961).

WFE (Worked Far East)
Eighteen cards to be submitted for 18 different countries selected from among the following: China, C3 (Formosa), C9 (Manchuria), CR9 (Macao), CR16 (Timor), DU (Philippines), FL (French Indo-China), HL (Korea), HS (Sumatra), JA/KA (Japan), KB6 (Ryukyu Is.), PK1-2-3 (Java), PK4 (Sumatra), PK5 (Dutch Borneo), PK6 (Moluccas), UA0 (USSR in Zone 19), VS1 (Singapore), VS2 (Malaya), VS4 (British North Borneo), VS5 (Brunei), VS5 (Sarawak), VS6 (Hong Kong) and XZ (Burma). All or any bands count. (57 WFE Certificates issued to September, 1961).

WABC (Worked All British Counties)
Sixty cards required, from sixty counties of the British Isles, all to have been worked on the 160-metre band since January 1, 1952. Counties to be as shown in any standard atlas, not “administrative counties” such as the three Ridings of Yorkshire, Isle of Man, Isle of Wight etc. County of Bristol, and so on. Isle of Wight counts as Hampshire—not separately. Isle of Man does score separately, as do all the Channel Islands. Scilly Isles also count separately. For London the L.C.C. area scores as one County. (246 WABC Certificates issued to September, 1961).

WBC (Worked British Counties)
Open only to claimants outside the United Kingdom and Eire. Cards required from 56 different counties of the British Isles, worked on any bands 3.5 to 28 mc inclusive, phone or CW. Definition of U.K. counties is the same as for the WABC Certificate above. (230 WBC Certificates issued to September, 1961).

PRA (Polar Regions Award)
Claimants must be able to show cards as follows: (a) Arctic—QSL’s from six of the areas Alaska, Canada, Finland, Greenland, Norway, USSR all lying north of the Arctic Circle. Jan Mayen and Spitzbergen (incl. Bear Is. and Hopen Is.)—making eight possibilities from which the six cards can be derived. Also (b) QSL’s from any six of the following eight Antarctic areas: Antarctica, Falkland Is., Heard Is., South Georgia, South Orkneys, South Sandwich Is., South Shetlands and Macquarie Is. Cards must not be dated earlier than January 1st, 1955, and contact can be on any band, CW or phone. (Award instituted September, 1957. Twenty issued).

MDXA (Magazine DX Award)
To qualify for this Award it is necessary to have worked 3 continents, 15 countries on 160 metres; 5 continents, 40 countries on 80 metres; 6 continents, 80 countries on 40 metres; 6 continents, 180 countries on 20 metres; and 6 continents, 90 countries on 10 metres. (Eight Awards issued).

CONDITIONS

Claimants in the U.K. are required to send all cards in support, by registered post with a check list, when making their claims. Overseas claimants (only) may send either (a) A check list, without cards, duly certified by the Hq, of their national Amateur Radio Society, or (b) An uncertified check list, from which all or any cards may be called in for scrutiny by us. In no case will any Award be issued without proofs we consider to be good and satisfactory.

Claims, enclosing return postage (five IRC’s in the case of overseas claimants) for all the above-mentioned Certificates should be addressed “DX Awards,” SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1
the claimant concerned to let us see the card. The system is such that this rarely happens—but unless the rules are adhered to when making a claim, it is impossible for us to operate the system.

To avoid sending the cards (which is what we much prefer), claimants from overseas have all sorts of ideas. For instance, when claiming his Polar Regions Award, W9GFF sent a photograph of all the cards required; several others have also done the same sort of thing to support their claims. Many overseas operators who may be reading these lines is interested in how operators outside the U.K. (a) Send the cards, duly certified by the Hq. of their National Radio Society, or (b) An uncertified check list, from which any or all cards may be called in for scrutiny by us.

U.K. claimants must send the relevant cards for each award. All claimants must include sufficient return postage for the cards and certificate—five IRC's in the case of overseas claims.

Some Statistics

In looking through the last thirty WBC claims ("Worked British Counties," and open only to operators outside the U.K.) the counties of Bedfordshire and Middlesex appear in practically every check list; Cambridgeshire comes about next, with G3JZK and G6BS as the most-mentioned stations in that county. The spread of activity over other counties in the WBC check lists is such that few stations are mentioned more than two or three times.

Overseas claimants have, in many cases, some difficulty in finding out what counties U.K. stations represent; it is not always stated on the QSL card, remembering that we only accept overseas operators who may be reading these lines is interested in how operators outside the U.K. (a) Send the cards, duly certified by the Hq. of their National Radio Society, or (b) An uncertified check list, from which any or all cards may be called in for scrutiny by us.

U.K. claimants must send the relevant cards for each award. All claimants must include sufficient return postage for the cards and certificate—five IRC's in the case of overseas claims.
Newport, Mon., or the County of Southampton). Bristol is a good example for confusion, as geographically speaking it is partly in Gloucestershire and partly in Somerset.

Both in the U.K. and overseas, WNACA ("Worked North American Call Areas") remains one of the most popular awards—in fact, we are often asked to make it available to U.S. amateurs under the same conditions as apply for the rest of the world. But though they argue that it is just as difficult for them to make WNACA as it is for, say, G's and PY's, we feel that to extend the availability of WNACA into the States would not be justified, particularly as the Americans have so many inter-U.S. awards already.

WFE ("Worked Far East") moves comparatively slowly—only ten of these certificates have been issued this year—because since this award was first instituted, there has been less amateur activity within the defined areas; this makes WFE one of the most difficult parchments for which to qualify.

As regards the Four-Band Award (FBA), there is often some misunderstanding about the conditions. These are that 20 different countries must have been worked on each of four bands—the same 20 countries on each of the same four bands only. We get claims showing a total of 20 countries spread over four bands; 20 countries worked on five or six bands, but a different list of countries for each band; the same list of countries, but more than four bands used to work them. Actually, FBA is a good deal more difficult than it appears—it calls for a total of 80 cards, covering 20 countries, four cards from each country, one for each of the four bands selected.

Finally, those claiming our DX awards and Certificates are asked to realise that the volume of claims is now such that we cannot undertake to process applications that are not in accordance with the rules and conditions; that in no case can we enter into correspondence about claims; and that while claims are dealt with as expeditiously as possible, they can only be processed in batches as and when time and opportunity offer. We do not make any significant charge for the issue of Certificates (which amounts to a free service, as only return postage is asked for) so that claimants will understand that we cannot allow Certificate-issuing to interfere with Magazine production work. And, once again, will applicants outside the U.K. please note that QSL cards in support are not required, as we accept certified claims. Cards should only be sent if specifically requested.

AMATEUR RADIO EXHIBITION

From the preliminary information as to stand space taken, it can be said that this year's Radio Hobbies Exhibition will again be an interesting and stimulating show. It is held at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, fronting Vincent Square, S.W.1, between Horseferry Road and Vauxhall Bridge Road, which runs south from Victoria Station. Another landmark is the Army & Navy Stores, in Victoria Street, the Exhibition Hall being about five minutes' walk from either the A. & N. or Victoria Station. If you can get there early enough, there is usually car parking in the side streets within walking distance—but, after last year, we don't guarantee this! As mentioned last month, the lucky-ticket prize is a Hammarlund HQ-170—but you only get your chance for this by going through the Exhibition turnstiles. Admission charge, and the dates are November 22-25, inclusive.
THE OTHER MAN’S STATION

G3LYY

The operator of the station shown this time—James Johnston, G3LYY, 87a West Street, Ryde, Isle of Wight—was licensed in 1957 as GM3LYY. His layout is essentially home-contrived, if not entirely home-constructed, in the sense that various pieces of cheaply-bought equipment have been adapted for different purposes.

His basic receiver is the BC-454B which, because it tunes only the 80-metre band, is used with a CC converter for 7 and 14 mc. The BC-454B itself is fitted with RF gain, BFO on-off, and coax sockets, and is modified to incorporate IF regeneration, pulse limiter, and stabilised power supply for oscillator and BFO. An RF-24 is also available, to tune the 10-15-20m. bands.

For the transmitter, a BC-458 unit (originally bought for 2s. 6d.) has had built into it a 40-80m. rig, using 12A6-12A6-parallel 1625’s in the usual VFO, multiplier and PA arrangement; this is series-gate modulated, the modulator being 12AX7-6SN7.

Power supply is from an ex-W.D. Type S.441 unit, which gives 12-6v. AC for the large number of 12v. valves used about the station, as well as 300v. at up to 300 mA, and 150v. stabilised. Another power pack supplies 550v. at 500 mA, with 250v., 150v. and 6-3v. AC also available. Ancillary equipment includes a GDO, absorption wavemeter, crystal frequency meter, and double hand-pass and low-pass filters for 20-40m.; the ATU will accommodate “random lengths of wire,” and a forward-and-reflected power indicator helps to show what is happening.

G3LYY says the aerial itself “might be loosely described as a doublet.” The centre is 30 ft. up, but in a tree, the ends falling away to bushes only 6 ft. high. An open-wire tuned feed line enables the system to be resonated on 80-40-20m. with surprisingly good results, especially as the power used is only 15-30 watts, depending on band and whether using CW or phone.

Back in 1957, GM3LYY actually started up on 4 metres, with a modified 440B equipment as Tx and an RF-26 to tune the band. Next he came on 20m. CW, and then on to 40 metres. Work in hand includes the renovation of a CR-100 and the completion of a transmitter for two metres, for which band he already has a converter. Readers will agree that G3LYY has contrived very well, in that he is getting good results economically by the efficient adaptation of a variety of bits-and-pieces.

GOING BACK A BIT

The September 1927 issue of the Radio Amateur Call Book listed a total of about 1,700 U.K. stations—under the main heading “Great Britain, EG”—as holding amateur callsigns, all in the G2/G5/G6 series. This Call Book, of only 112 pages for the whole world, came out when we still used the continental prefix before the nationality letter, e.g. EF for France (Europe), SA for Argentine (South America), OA for Australia (Oceana), and so on. This particular issue also had a selected list, in twelve pages, of land- and ship-station callsigns.

Compare this Call Book of 34 years ago with the present issues! The U.S. section alone of the current (Autumn) edition makes nearly 600 pages, while the “Foreign Section” of the same edition is of some 260 pages, in which the U.K. listings run to more than 100 columns of close print, under the six G-country headings.
NEW QTH'S

GM3CCT, W. Miller, 74 Pilmuir Street, Dunfermline, Fife.  (Re-issue.)

GM3FRQ, J. D. Hendry, 13 Haywood Place, Dundee, Angus.  (Re-issue.)

G3JCT, B. Wormald, 23 Coda Avenue, Bishopthorpe, York.  (Re-issue.)

G3ONP, D. G. Lovesey, 11 Watson Road, Oxley, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

G3ORN, W. Thomas, 64 Oaks Avenue, Worcester Park, Surrey.

G3PY, R. Penn, 4 Bryn-y-Mor, Burry Port, Carmns.

G3PH, A. J. Gibbs, 48 Ryelands, Gossops Green, Crawley, Sussex.

GW3PH, C. M. Parry, 34 Cae'r-gerwlas, Tynyfadoc, Glam.

G3PH, J. G. Johnston, 26 Green Dykes Lane, York.

G3PK, R. J. Lock, 476 Becontree Avenue, Dagenham, Essex.

G3PM, J. E. Macarthy, 157 Gladstone Road, Wimbledon, London, S.W.19.

G3PHR, J. Carter, 91 Grosvenor Avenue, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey.

G3PHC, K. C. Kates, 28 Parkhurst Road, Sutton, Surrey.

G3PHU, B. S. D. Clark, Landseer, Killowen, Newry, Co. Down.

G3PHV, E. Bond, 2 Infirmary Road, Chesterfield, Derbyshire.

G3PHW, B. J. Todd, Norbury, Icopit Close, Great Barton, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk.

G3PHY, F. H. R. Richards, Earls Court, Gloucester, Berks.

G3PZH, J. C. Fogg, Cedar Oak, The Hill, Almondsbury, Bristol.

G3PHZ, E. N. Alloat, 172 Blacktree Road, Stockingford, Nuneaton, Warwicks.

G3PIN, J. Patten, 21 Mills Road, Wolverhampton, Staffs.

G3PIT, M. C. W. Sandford, 75 Fore Street, Topsham, Exeter, Devon.  (Tel.: Topsham 3422.)

G3PIY, C. A. Isaacs, 55 Leafield Road, Hunts Cross, Liverpool, 24.

G3PJK, J. V. Mee, 207 Grimshaw Lane, Middleton Junction, Manchester, Lancs.

G3PIO, L. E. Brain, 7 Little Glynes Lane, Upminster, Essex.  (Tel.: Upminster 576.)

G3PKW, R. S. Unsworth, 8 Coleridge Road, Billingde and Winstanley, nr. Wigan, Lancs.

G3PJY, R. H. Millman, 38 Fowlemere Road, Great Barr, Birmingham, 22A.  (Tel.: CEN 2234.)

G3PKC, J. M. Tinker, 19 Talbot Road, Roundhay, Leeds 8, Yorkshire.

G3PKK, R. E. Penn, 2 Denfield, Dorking, Surrey.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

G2AGD, W. Grant, Resident Works Engineer, A.M.W.D., R.A.F. Station, Cottesmore, Oakham, Rutland.

G3HIL, R. Roberts, c/o 9 Kidderminster Road, Bridgnorth, Salop.

G3DNF, Dr. G. J. Bennett (ex-GM3DNF/GW3DNF), King's Norton, Warwick.

G3JRN, J. C. Beal, 34 Primrose Gardens, Bushey, Herts.

G3LJF, H. R. Mesney, La Trigale, St. Lawrence, Jersey.

G3LWK, C. J. Bourne, 36 Oldfield Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

G3LJQ, E. S. Ellis, 5 Woodmoss Lane, Bescar Lane, Scarisbrick, Ormskirk, Lancs.


G3OMC, A. E. Jenkinson, 10 Whitegate Drive, Clifton, Manchester, Lancs.

G5KP, A. T. Wallace, Warfleet House, Warfleet Creek, Dartmouth, Devon.
There is not the slightest doubt that the coming "MCC" will be well supported; in fact we confidently expect, once again, a record number of entries. The following Clubs have all applied for identification numbers since the last issue, in which, on p.439, we published a list covering all numbers up to 93:—

94 Albright and Wilson (Birmingham) 102 Hallamshire (Sheffield)
95 Paddington 103 University of Durham
96 Dursley (Glos.) 104 Burslem
97 St. Benedict's (Ealing) 105 ATC (Stafs. Wing)
98 Burnham-on-Sea (Som.) 106 GEC Research,
99 Halifax Wembley
100 British Timken (Northants.) 107 Newark (Northants.)
101 Rotherham 108 Guildford
102 Hallamshire (Sheffield)
103 University of Durham
104 Burslem
105 ATC (Stafs. Wing)
106 GEC Research,
107 Newark (Northants.)
108 Guildford
109 C. & G.R.S.

The rules were given in full on p.438 of the October issue, and it is hoped that the new scoring system will present no problems and will result in a fairer assessment of the results.

Typewritten logs are always welcomed by the judges, whether on quarto or foolscap. It would be appreciated, however, if those who send in handwritten logs would use lined foolscap for the purpose. The judges' task this year is obviously going to be a heavy one, and anything making for uniformity among the logs is a great help. All logs must be in by Friday, December 1st, certain. This gives plenty of time to write out a fair log from the contest sheets. How many entries this year? Our bet is that there will be well over sixty, and that we might well notch up ten more than that. Get organised, and the best of luck to you all!

Burton-upon-Trent have drawn up a winter programme of monthly events, to be held in the Stapenhill Institute, with the exception of the November 8 date, which is their Annual Dinner, at the Midland Hotel. On December 13 Mr. J. Elliott will talk on Valves, and How they Work.

Clifton held their AGM in September, after which their various meetings have included a talk on Astronomy (G3JJC), one on Oscillators (G2UJ) and, scheduled for November 3, Mr. D. Bennett on his travels in Yugoslavia. On November 17 there will be a Junk Sale.

Crystal Palace report that their November 18 meeting has been changed, and the subject will now be VHF Communications in the Port of London Authority, and also Civil Defence, covered by G3BPT and G3HJR.

Dorking are holding an informal meeting at The Wheatsheaf on November 14, and organising a visit to the Amateur Radio Exhibition on November 24. Their Christmas Dinner is booked for the Parrot Inn, Forest Green, on December 19—ladies invited, but number of visitors limited.

Harrow are running a course of lectures on elementary theory right up to R.A.E. standard; these are held fortnightly on their Practical Night, 7.30 to 8.15 p.m., before the main meeting. Slow Morse practice is given on the same nights, and G3EFX goes on the air from 8.30 to 10 p.m. On November 10 there will be a Junk Sale.

Ealing meet on November 30 to hear G3RH talk about Aerials; on December 8 they have their AGM. Leicester recently held their AGM and elected G3AWM chairman, G3MC secretary and G3DVP treasurer. Meetings are held on Mondays, 7.30 p.m. at the Hq., Old Hall Farm, Braunstone.

Newbury will meet on November 24, when the subject of the talk will be Oscillators and the speaker G2CPM. New members and visitors welcome at the Hq.—The Canteen, Elliotts of Newbury, West Street.

Northern Heights, by a recent Junk Sale, raised the sum of £13 for a communication receiver for a patient at the Cheshire Home in Cleckheaton—a very creditable effort. On October 4 G8CB gave a talk on Two Metres, and on November 29 members will be hearing about Converters for Two and Four Metres from G3OGV.

North Kent have booked a discussion on Mobile Operation for November 9; and on November 23 G3HV (ex-VU2XG) will talk on Licensing in Other Lands; his father, G8VG, will give a talk entitled "Top Secret." Both meetings at The Congregational Hall, Clock Tower, Bexleyheath.

Peterborough started their winter season with a talk on D/F by SWL Ray Houlty; the AGM is

THE SIXTEENTH MCC

First session Saturday, 11th. Rules in full pp.438-439 October issue. Allocation of Club Identification Numbers on p.439 October. Additional entrants on this page. Call "CQ MCC." Get time-check before start of each session. Accurate log-keeping and snappy, contest-style operating will be essential. All logs must be received by December 1st certain.
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or lecture dates for 1962, are asked to get in touch with Rotherham's secretary (see panel).

**Slade** have a demonstration of Hi-Fi Stereophonic Sound on November 3 (Griffin Radio Ltd.), their AGM on the 17th, and a talk on D/F Developments on December 1. **Wolverhampton** are having a talk on Colour Television, by G3KQJ/T, on November 6, and their meeting on the 20th is still to be arranged.

**Bradford** will meet on November 15 at the Fire Service Dept., Nelson Street, for a talk on Modern Methods of Communication by Mr. E. M. Price, M.Sc. November 28 is the date for their Junk Sale. **Halifax** will be hearing from G3IGW “What to Find on the Amateur Bands” on November 7, and will hold a Ragchew on the 21st.

**Sutton Coldfield**, at their November 9 meeting, will hear about the Construction and Use of the GDO (Pat Darragh), and November 23 is the date for their fourth AGM, also judging for the G3GLQ Trophy for equipment built by members.

**Dursley** is a newly-formed club, about six months old and with twelve members, eight of them holding call-signs. At a meeting, one of the members gave a talk on the Heathkit GDO; meetings are fortnightly, Friday evenings at the home of the secretary, G3IL0. It is hoped to increase the size of the club during the winter months.

**Acton, Brentford & Chiswick** meet on November 21, when Mr. Brian Lockey will talk on Modern Valve Manufacturing Technique; meeting place, as usual, the AEU Club, 66 High Road, Chiswick, W.4, and time 7.30 p.m. **Cannock Chase** were due to meet on November 2 (the day before publication) to see the film “Mirror in the Sky” and to follow it with a discussion. Note new secretary's QTH—in panel.

**Cornish** held their October meeting in Falmouth, when the main topic was a discussion on the station to be run for Marconi's Sixtieth Anniversary, from Poldhu (GB3MSA); see p.419, October SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE for full details. The November meeting, on the 1st, will be over by the time this note appears—it was to be devoted to radio-controlled aero-models.

**British Timken** now have ten licensed members, with another soon to come; at the firm's Annual Show the club operated transmitters on all bands and attracted much interest from visitors. The winter programme includes a Film Show by G3PB, on his experiences in Ghana and Sierra Leone; a social evening for YL's and XYL's, and a talk by the local GPO Radio Branch officer. Forthcoming visits

**CLUB PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED**

We acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of the following Club publications: A.R.M.S. (Mobile News, September); Grimsby (News Sheet, September); I.H.H.C. (Newsletter, September); Enfield (Lea Valley Reflector, September); Leeds University Union (Journal, Autumn, 1961); Midland (News Letter, October); North Kent (Newsletter, September and October); R.A.I.B.C. (Radial, September and October); South Birmingham (Q.S.P., September); Slade (Newsletter, October); Wolverhampton (News Letter, October); A.W.R.A.R.S. (Broadcast, Summer and Autumn); South Hampshire (Q.A., October); Surrey (Monthly News, October); Mitcham (Newsletter, October).
take in the telephone exchange, an engineering works—and the local brewery!

Blackwood operated GW3KYA/A on September 23 at the West Monmouthshire Ranger and Rover Conference, at Blackwood Secondary Modern School. The station aroused great interest among the 300 visitors to the conference; with a home-brew transmitter, an HRO and an ideal location, very good reports were received; home-built and commercial equipment was also on display.

Cheltenham also staged a very successful appearance at their Hobbies Exhibition, operating CW and SSB with an HT-37 and SX-101A combination loaned for the occasion; six thousand visitors saw them during the four days of the show. They are now re-organising the clubroom, with the possibility of taking over new premises. At the AGM they elected Mr. W. Moodie chairman, G3MOE secretary and Mr. A. Ward treasurer, the committee being re-elected.

Crawley will be seeing a Film Show at their meeting on November 22. A number of films will be run, including “Nerves of the Nation,” produced by the Copper Development Association. Members are engaged in a Club Project—several receivers are being built, with the idea of providing first-class equipment for Contest use.

East Kent have drawn up a full programme for the months to come, but their two November meetings (on the 7th and 14th) will be devoted only to MCC preparations. November 21 is a “pre-Exhibition meeting” and on the 28th G3LCK will talk on “My Station and Radio Activities.” All meetings at the Technical College, Longport, Canterbury.

Liverpool held their AGM and elected G3LRB chairman, G3MCN secretary, and SWL R. Kenyon treasurer; G3LIU is their president. Membership is now up to 60 and the club meets every Tuesday at the Gladstone Mission Hall, Queens Drive, Liverpool 16. New calls include G3PDC, 3PFZ, 3PIC and 3PKW. The Annual Constructional Contest will be judged on November 7.

Reading are devoting their meeting on November 25 to the needs of the SWL’s, all of whom are invited to a “Question-and-answer” meeting. Non-members are also welcomed, so that they can find out more about Amateur Radio. Reigate meet at The Tower, Redhill, on November 18, when G3NDF will be giving a Film Show; G3PIJ is their newly-licensed member. South Yorkshire had their Annual Dinner on October 7, concluding with the usual “swindle.” For the third year a course is being held at the Doncaster Technical College, with some 12 students preparing for the R.A.E.

When the Read Grammar School, Drax, Yorks., held its commemoration day, members of the school radio society and staff interested in it laid on a demonstration amateur-band station, signing GBRGRS and operated by G3OIB, a master on the science side. Over 120 phone contacts, many to DX, were made for the 600 or so visitors, who were amazed to hear stations being worked in PY, VQ4 and SV0. The rig consisted of a Minimitter “Mercury” transmitter and an R.107 receiver with a Geloso converter, the aerial system being a multi-band trap dipole covering 10-60m. As Read G.S. is a boarding school, Amateur Radio proved to be an excellent hobby for the boys, who take a keen interest in the activities of G3OIB.

Surrey (Croydon) ran a very successful two-metre D/F event, and have decided to repeat it next season. At their October meeting G8KMW gave a talk on the “Viceroy” transmitter; on November 14 the speaker is G3IIIR and the subject RTTY. Sutton & Cheam meet on November 21 to hear a talk from G2FUX on “Mobiling Around.”

Burslem have a date on November 15 for a lecture on Aerials and Propagation, by Peter Jones, of Aerialite Ltd.; their following meeting, on December 20, is devoted to Silvered Mica Capacitors (Hugh D. Hemmer, of Johnson Matthey & Co. Ltd.).

Southend took part in the town Carnival Procession with a decorated float depicting two aspects of Amateur Radio—an indoor shack and a portable outfit. Future activities include a lecture on Telephone Exchanges and a visit to the local exchange; also a visit to the local airport to see the communications system, and one to the electric signalling on the railway. The Club is holding an SWL Contest to coincide with MCC. Meetings alternate Fridays in the canteen of E. K. Cole Ltd., 8 p.m.

**STRAWS IN THE WIND**

In the September issue of *QTC*, published by the Radio Society of East Africa, we find a note that tea VO3/VO4’s have left East Africa for good, and another 14 are out of the country on leave. From the same source, we see that the R.S.E.A. has a highly organised emergency communications network covering the territories of Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika. With Kenya reported to be in a condition of bankruptcy, and the blacks clamouring for the transfer of political power, one can only hope that the Europeans in East Africa (who, unlike the Belgians in the Congo, are all our own people) will come through the turmoil safely.
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II LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2.

**COMMAND RECEIVERS.** B.C. 454 3-6 Mc/s. B.C. 455 6-9 Mc/s. **MAGNETS.** Strong Bar. 2” x 8”

**VISUAL INDICATORS (1004).** Type 3 with 2 Meter movement. New.

**STARS IDENTIFIERS.**

**LIFEIRA HOLE CUTTERS.** Adjustable.

**MORSE PRACTICE SETS.** Key with Buzzer on Base, with Battery.

**CONDENSERS.** 100 Assorted.

**RESISTANCES.**

**BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS.**

**RECORDING BLANKS.** New 13”. 6/- each or 15 complete in box.

**ATTACHMENTS FOR “38” TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER:**

- OFFICIAL BOOKLET. “38” T-R Circuits, etc., 6/6, post paid.
- 2007 Models, 10a, 10b, 11a, 12a, 12b, 16a, 16b, etc. 6/6 each or 50 complete.

- TIGER SERVICE for You

**2-METRE NUVISTOR CONVERTER**

TWO 6CW4s in 20 mc/s, 2-pin plug-in, 0-1500 v. electrostatic, 19/6. 0-250 µA, 22/6. 2” rd. fl. 0-500 µA, 17/6. 0-30 m/a (5 m/a basic), 10/6. 24” rd. fl. 0-1500 v. (21” dial) 0-1 m/a, 35/-.

- ESCRIBE Crystals from a range covering 3-20 Mc/s and on the right is a Type SM Crystal Unit from a range covering 2-20 Mc/s.

- **TIGER RADIO Ltd**

OFFICE: SHOWROOM:

36A, KIMBERLEY ROAD, 116, KIMBERLEY ROAD,

SOUTHBORNE, BOURNEMOUTH, HANTS.

Telephone: Bournemouth 4872

- Southern Radio’s Wireless Bargains

**PORTABLE TEST METERS.** 0-5000 ohms; 0-60 m.a.; O-1.5v. D3Y. (Feature of March issue), 12/6 each.

**TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS TYPE “38” with 5 valves.** Now but altered, no guarantee... 25/- each. Post paid.

**ATTACHMENTS AND REVERSER-TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS:**

- WEBBING, 4/-.
- Postage on each item, 1/6 extra (except valves).

**ATTACHMENTS for “38” Transmitter Receivers:**

- HEADPHONES, 15/8.
- MICROPHONE 4a, 12/6.
- AERIALS, 5/-.
- MORSE KEY, 6/6.
- Postage extra (except Valves) 1/6 each item.

**OFFICIAL BOOKLET.** “18” T-R Circuits, etc., 6/6, post paid.

**QUARTZ CRYSTALS.** Types F.T.241/243.

**ET4336 TRANS.** 190-250v. input. 10/6, 10A, CT, 2V, 10A CT twice, 35/-.

**2X2, 10A, CT, 10A, CT, 10A, CT.**

**PATENT (12) AIR SPACED CER. TRIMMERS, 3 for 5/8, 17/- each. BSR MONARDECKS.** New boxed, 2/9/10/-.

**ALL above except valves carr. paid U.K. mainland. SAE enquiries.**

**JOHN ANGLIN**

385, CLEETHORPE ROAD, GRIMSBY, LINCS. Tel. 56315

**G4GZ’s BARGAINS**

**VALVES:** EAF0, EF39, 1/6. 6H6M, EB54, 6K7G, 2/6. 2X2, 68RG, 125CM, EF16, EB59, 2/6. 6ALS, 6AM6, ARI2, AR8, EAC91, EBF91, EL32, TTI1, VP23, ZT7, 3/8. 114, 6CA, 636, EF39, 3/4. 6AC7M, 6SN7GT, 1625, 625X, DJ73, D70, 4/8. 6AK, 670C, G77T, 12A6H, 12AG7, 12G7Q, 1257H, 135ZQG, 1359G, EBC33, 5/8. 3Q4, 6H8B, 6E6N, 6F6M, 6L6G, 6S57T, 6L57GT, 6X4, 5/6. 155, 155, 6A60, 6A46. 6/-.

**MORSE PRACTICE SETS.** Key with Buzzer on Base, with Battery.

**CONDENSERS.** 100 Assorted.

**RESISTANCES.**

**BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS.**

**RECORDING BLANKS.** New 13”. 6/- each or 15 complete in box.

**ATTACHMENTS FOR “38” TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER:**

- OFFICIAL BOOKLET. “38” T-R Circuits, etc., 6/6, post paid.
- 2007 Models, 10a, 10b, 11a, 12a, 12b, 16a, 16b, etc. 6/6 each or 50 complete.

**SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD**

11 LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2. GER 4563

**BROOKES CRYSTALS**

**mean DEPENDABLE frequency control**

- Illustrated above is a Type SJ Crystal Unit from a range covering 3-20 Mc/s and on the right is a Type SM Crystal Unit from a range covering 2-20 Mc/s.

**ALL Brookes Crystals are made to exacting standards and close tolerances. They are available with a variety of bases and in a wide range of frequencies.**

There is a Brookes Crystal to suit your purpose—let us have your enquiry now.

**Brookes Crystals Ltd**

Suppliers to Ministry of Supply, Home Office, BBC, etc.

LASSELL STREET, GREENWICH, S.E.10.

Tel. GReenwich 1828

Grons: Xsats London, S.E.10
NEW!

HALLICRAFTERS HT-41. Linear. Coverage 80-10 metres. New 7094 beam power pentodes. RF meter. Pi-network. Drive 20 watts up. All circuits metered. SSB, CW, AM. £190

HALLICRAFTERS SX-115. Most up to date triple conversion ham receiver. Direct frequency reading to less than 1 Kc. Separate detectors and limiters for SSB/CW and AM. £285

HALLICRAFTERS HA-2. This new transverter converts your 10 metre setup for 2 metre transmission and reception. 120 watts SSB, AM, CW, with S94 final. Nuvistor in RX front end.

Price to be announced

HALLICRAFTERS HA-4. Transistorised T.O. Keyer. Advanced circuitry ensures correct ratio of dot-to-space-to-dash. Two ranges 8-18 and 18-50 w.p.m. Monitor speaker...

£30

ALL PRICES INCLUDE DELIVERY

WE COMPLETELY GUARANTEE EVERYTHING WE SELL

SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE NOW...

UNITED KINGDOM DISTRIBUTORS FOR

h hallicrafters

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

D A L E

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

109 JERMYN STREET, LONDON, S.W.I

Whitley 4856

Brand new, individually checked and guaranteed

V A L E S

AC5SNO4 4/- 14436 ... 3/-
ALEO 6/- E1524 6/-
AP4 4/- E1500 6/-
AR8 4/- E1490 7/-
ARDS 5/- EAC99 8/-
ARP3 4/- EB134 6/-
AR1 6/- EB120 6/-
AP12 6/- EBC41 7/-
AP11 7/- EBC40 7/-
AP24 5/- EEC52 8/-
AP34 4/- EC70 8/-
AK1 7/- EC90 20/-
APF4 6/- ECH82 15/-
APF7 5/- ECH82 12/-
AUI 5/- ECH82 15/-
AU1 6/- ECH82 25/-
AK3 6/- ECH82 25/-
AZ11 6/- ECH91 8/-
R663 6/- ECH12 6/-
BR4A 5/- ECH42 7/-
BT46 5/- ECH41 7/-
BY9B 6/- ECL80 9/-
CV8 4/- EF22 7/-
CV264 3/- EF32 12/-
CY31 6/- ECF6 6/-
D77 3/- EF37A 4/3-
DA30 3/- EFS50 2/6-
DA91 2/- EFS4 3/6-
DAP96 4/- EFS5 6/-
D441 2/- EFS4 3/6-
DE75 1/- EFS31 4/-
D5F1 1/- EFS31 4/-
D90 1/- EFS31 4/-
D15 3/- EFS31 4/-
D55 4/- EFS31 4/-
D85 5/- EFS31 4/-
D365 6/- EFS31 4/-
D507 7/- EFS31 4/-
D125 8/- EFS31 4/-
E122 9/- EL33 15/-

MANY OTHERS IN STOCK include Cathode Ray Tubes and Special Valves

Brand new, individually checked and guaranteed

V A L E S

AC5SNO4 4/- 14436 ... 3/-
ALEO 6/- E1524 6/-
AP4 4/- E1500 6/-
AR8 4/- E1490 7/-
ARDS 5/- EAC99 8/-
ARP3 4/- EB134 6/-
AR1 6/- EB120 6/-
AP12 6/- EBC41 7/-
AP11 7/- EBC40 7/-
AP24 5/- EEC52 8/-
AP34 4/- EC70 8/-
AK1 7/- EC90 20/-
APF4 6/- ECH82 15/-
APF7 5/- ECH82 12/-
AUI 5/- ECH82 15/-
AU1 6/- ECH82 25/-
AK3 6/- ECH82 25/-
AZ11 6/- ECH91 8/-
R663 6/- ECH12 6/-
BR4A 5/- ECH42 7/-
BT46 5/- ECH41 7/-
BY9B 6/- ECL80 9/-
CV8 4/- EF22 7/-
CV264 3/- EF32 12/-
CY31 6/- ECF6 6/-
D77 3/- EF37A 4/3-
DA30 3/- EFS50 2/6-
DA91 2/- EFS4 3/6-
DAP96 4/- EFS5 6/-
D441 2/- EFS4 3/6-
DE75 1/- EFS31 4/-
D5F1 1/- EFS31 4/-
D90 1/- EFS31 4/-
D15 3/- EFS31 4/-
D55 4/- EFS31 4/-
D85 5/- EFS31 4/-
D365 6/- EFS31 4/-
D507 7/- EFS31 4/-
D125 8/- EFS31 4/-
E122 9/- EL33 15/-

MANY OTHERS IN STOCK include Cathode Ray Tubes and Special Valves


Overseas Postage extra at cost.

P. C. RADIO LTD.

170 GOLDHAWK RD., W.12

SHEPHERDS Bush 4946

P. C. RADIO LTD.

170 GOLDHAWK RD., W.12

SHEPHERDS Bush 4946

Special Valves
SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-.
No series discounts all charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 25% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, S.W.1.

SITUATIONS VACANT

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR A RADIO AMATEUR

An Expanding Electronics Company

already established in the Amateur Radio Market, wishes to divisionalise this branch of its operation, and a vacancy has arisen for a young, business-like licensed Amateur to take charge of all activities, including practical design and production. The position offers considerable scope for advancement.

Apply in confidence to Box 2528, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TRADE

WANTED FOR CASH: Good clean communication receivers and SSB equipment. Please state price. — Short Wave (Hull) Radio, 30/32 Prince Avenue, Hull. (Tel. 18953.)

SL's and Logs by Minerva, The best there are.— Samples from Minerva Press, 2 New Road, Brentwood, Essex.

SL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS, G.P.O. APPROVED. CHEAPEST, BEST. PROMPT DELIVERY, SAMPLES. — ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, LOOE, CORNWALL.

WEBB'S LOG BOOK for recording signals heard and worked; 112 pages 9½in. x 8in., approved format, semi-stiff covers. Excellent value; £6s. 1d., post free, or callers 5s. 4d. — Webb's Radio, 14 Soho Street, London, W.1.

SL CARDS: Buff, blue, pink, green, 100 14s., 250 22s. 6d., 500 40s., 1,000 75s.; samples s.a.e.—Reilly, Panxworth, Norwich, 56.Z.

HK257B (4E27). Six wanted urgently. Valves must be perfect and as new; your price paid.—G8VB, 136 River Way, Christchurch.

CLEARANCE SALE: 30ft. mast, screw-in sections, with guys, canvas case, 30s. G.E.C. Minoscope, 240v. AC/12v. DC, in case, with double-beam unit, wobbulator unit and service book, £10 10s. Wave meter, Type 1617, with calibration chart, 240v. AC, 450/600 mc, 30s. Lavoie Laboratory Wave meter 105SM, 375-725 mc, with calibration chart and service book, £10 10s. Mains power supply, 1200v. 200 mA, 30s. 180v. output 0-180v., motor, £25 10s.

400 G.P.O. approved. CHEAPEST, BEST. PROMPT DELIVERY, SAMPLES. — ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, LOOE, CORNWALL.

100 mixed new KT/AF cards, £5. — G8VB, 136 River Way, Christchurch.
WANTED: 2-metre Rx, with PSU, tunable ex-Government preferred.—Particulars to: BRS 23177, 89 Berridge Road, Sheerness, Kent.

WANTED: Gear for school radio society—Surplus Tx's, Rx's, junk, etc.; condition fairly immaterial; expenses paid (limited funds).—GM3OLOQ, Daniel Stewart's College, Queensferry Road, Edinburgh.


BC-340R RECEIVER, excellent condition, with internal p/pack, o/p stage, tuning meter, £13; may deliver.—Bryce, 13 Ecclesbourne Avenue, Duffield, Derbys.

R. 1392 RECEIVER, modified to tune 90-155 mc, with manual; new condition; £5.—G3GCO, 31 The Crescent, Donnington, Wellington, Shrops.

C. REED No. 3 Teleprinter, complete with G.P.O. 100-volt supply unit, in working order, £10.—G3PPD, 24 Windsor Crescent, Northampton. (Tel. 2481.)

ALLICRAFTERS “Sky Buddy” receiver, good condition, £7. Buyer collects.—GSLY, 33 Downs Road, Langley, Bucks.

WANTED: One APS/13, two BC-645 (420 mc equipment), Western Electric Converter, 100-225 mc, GDO up to 250 mc, Mosley V-4-6 vertical ant., AR88 trimming tools, CQ from 1945 to Dec. 1960. Inclusive collection arranged Warwickshire area.—Box No. 2525, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: Geloso G.209, £35; Mohican, £35; Class-D wavemeter, £3 10s.; Withers 2m. converter, £8. WANTED: 12v. mobile converter, all bands output, for car radio.—Jones, 63 Cornwall Street, Plymouth.

H. RO Junior, good condition, crystal filter fitted, 7 coils, power unit, £17; or exchange for $6.40 or CR-100, etc.—Tibbert, 397 Uttoxeter Road, Derby.

DO NOT SAY COIL, SAY STABQOIL

British & Foreign Patents

THE ONLY COIL WITH A BUILT-IN ADJUSTABLE CAPACITY TRIMMER, PLUS

- Temperature Compensation
- Litz Wound LF Ranges
- Silver Plated HF Ranges
- Adjustable Ferrite Core
- Exceptionally High Q - over free.
- Inductance from 1µH to 10mH
- Easy Simple Fixing, etc.

Now there are over 100 different types, with more being constantly added. Ranges include general coverage bands, plus all HAM BANDSPREADS, at either 470 Kc/s or 16 Mc/s, and 1 or 16 Mc/s I.F. In addition, we now include C.T. designs and low impedance output. To complete the range, we have a range of superb I.F. Xfrs for 85 Kc/s to I6 Mc/s I.F. or I6 Mc/s I.F. For use with our range of superb I.F. Xfrs, BFO coils, etc., are included. Send在美国stamp for abridged details, or £1 for a copy of our latest loose-leaf catalogue and technical data sheets, which also includes information on our famous HAM BANDSPREAD "QOILPAK" and "QOILHEART" front-end units.
SHORT WAVE (HULL) RADIO

HOLLOW WOOD MAST SECTIONS: 11 feet long, 4" dia., throughout, perfectly round and smooth, and light weight (new), £2.10s. 40/4 for 8 or 10 sections. 12 feet long, 4-1/2" dia., 1/2 pound only 4" dia. wire, 15/2. MICROAMMETERS, 2-1/2″ dia. 0-25 calibrated 0-125, 20 – 0 – (2-25). NEW AVO GEIGER COUNTERS, 49/8 (1-25). Precision MAINS FILTER UNITS: 5 sections £2.10s. 7-20s. SODECO High speed COUNTERS: 4 digits, 20s. – 25s. VARIABLE CONDENSERS, transmitting type: 2000v, spacing: 7, 40, 60, 100 or 150 mfd, or 5 x 2.5 or 2 x 40 mfd, all 7.5 each (1/8). ELECTROVOICE Type 600 moving coil microphone with push to talk switch and cord, 75/6 – (7/6). T-17 MICROPHONES, switching switch and cord, 40/6. Portable OFFICE TABLE TYPE CARBON MICROPHONES, 12/6 (2-6). METERS: 6 x 4 flush mount 0-150 calibrated 0-300, 30 – 0 – (6/6). ELECTROVOICE Type 600 flush mount calibrated 30 divisions 0/60, 30/6. HELICAL POTENTIOMETERS: 5000 ohms 5 turns, 12/6 (1/6). MINIATURE SEAMED RELAYS: 1700 – 1700 70/6; 145 – 145 2-5 ohms all 7/6 each (1/6). Transmitters, 10/6 each (1/6). AM-36/AIC AMERICAN AMPLIFIERS: with 4 valves and dynamo for 28v., 5 watts output, 25/- (5/-).

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS, Bendix, R.C.A. or G.E.C. Mike, 7/6 (1/6). rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6). 24v. SMOOTH D.C. SUPPLY, comprising: Transformer, metal cabinets, 59/6 each.

RECTIFIER SETS, high quality, guaranteed plus 50% continuous rated 200/250v. A.C. to 110v. 750 ma or 50v. 1A in metal cabinets, 59/6 each.

24v. 1A SMOOTH D.C. SUPPLY, comprising: Transformer, rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6). AUDIO TRANSFORMERS, Bendix, R.C.A. or G.E.C. Mike, 7/6 (1/6). rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6).

HOLLOW WOOD MAST SECTIONS: 11 feet long, 4" dia., throughout, perfectly round and smooth, and light weight (new), £2.10s. 40/4 for 8 or 10 sections. 12 feet long, 4-1/2" dia., 1/2 pound only 4" dia. wire, 15/2. MICROAMMETERS, 2-1/2″ dia. 0-25 calibrated 0-125, 20 – 0 – (2-25). NEW AVO GEIGER COUNTERS, 49/8 (1-25). Precision MAINS FILTER UNITS: 5 sections £2.10s. 7-20s. SODECO High speed COUNTERS: 4 digits, 20s. – 25s. VARIABLE CONDENSERS, transmitting type: 2000v, spacing: 7, 40, 60, 100 or 150 mfd, or 5 x 2.5 or 2 x 40 mfd, all 7.5 each (1/8). ELECTROVOICE Type 600 moving coil microphone with push to talk switch and cord, 75/6 – (7/6). T-17 MICROPHONES, switching switch and cord, 40/6. Portable OFFICE TABLE TYPE CARBON MICROPHONES, 12/6 (2-6). METERS: 6 x 4 flush mount 0-150 calibrated 0-300, 30 – 0 – (6/6). ELECTROVOICE Type 600 flush mount calibrated 30 divisions 0/60, 30/6. HELICAL POTENTIOMETERS: 5000 ohms 5 turns, 12/6 (1/6). MINIATURE SEAMED RELAYS: 1700 – 1700 70/6; 145 – 145 2-5 ohms all 7/6 each (1/6). Transmitters, 10/6 each (1/6). AM-36/AIC AMERICAN AMPLIFIERS: with 4 valves and dynamo for 28v., 5 watts output, 25/- (5/-).

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS, Bendix, R.C.A. or G.E.C. Mike, 7/6 (1/6). rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6). 24v. SMOOTH D.C. SUPPLY, comprising: Transformer, metal cabinets, 59/6 each.

RECTIFIER SETS, high quality, guaranteed plus 50% continuous rated 200/250v. A.C. to 110v. 750 ma or 50v. 1A in metal cabinets, 59/6 each.

24v. 1A SMOOTH D.C. SUPPLY, comprising: Transformer, rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6). AUDIO TRANSFORMERS, Bendix, R.C.A. or G.E.C. Mike, 7/6 (1/6). rectifier, choke, condenser input 200/250v. A.C., the four, 27/6 (3/6).
HEATHKIT Mohican, perfect, £40. — Surman, Lymore, Coltsfoot Drive, Guildford, Surrey. (Phone 3628.)

AR88 with speaker, S-meter, manual, trimming tools, £31. Morse inked Tape Recorder SG-10 (up to 400 w.p.m.), complete with manual, £10. 20w. CW Tx, Geloso 4/101, 807 PA, with p/pack and Z-Match, £7. 50w. CW and R/T, 36 Sender 10-60 mc, air tested, £7. Band checker monitor, 25s. — (Phone Wimbledon 2132 after 7 p.m.)

EDDYSTONE Marine Receiver $69/$70, in excellent condition; for 110 to 250 volts, both AC and DC; full coverage in four bands from 522 kc to 30 mc, with vernier logging scale; built-in speaker, mains hash filter and instruction manual; all new valves and metal rectifier; £25. Will be sent on approval against cash.—Reid, 55 Nithsdale Drive, Glasgow, S.1.

ROA RECEIVER wanted. Also Multiminer.—Box No. 2530, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

FOR SALE: CR-100, good working order, but requires attention, £14 o.n.o.? Carriage extra. WANTED: R.1392 and BC-624 power supplies, also back issues of Short Wave Magazine.—Apply Thompson, 13 Byron Avenue, Bridlington, Yorkshire.

SELLING UP: 813 with base and transformer; 1200-volt PSU; Type 234A PSU; 38 Set; 80-amp non-inductive rectors; 1800 ohm/v Multi-meter; also chassis, valves, many components. Callers only after 7 p.m. — G3MXR, 1 Beaumont Terrace, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 3.

SELL: Manuals AR88, NC-109, 303, 270, 75S1, 7s. 6d. each. Crystals 46, 47, 15s. pair; 9 mc crystal holder, three specified transformers, W2EWL special, all new, £2 10s. New 12AT7's, 3s. each. "CQ." SSB Handbook, 12s. 6d. Professional multiband Z-match, metered, £4.—Box No. 2531, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

SALE: 12 in, Morse LP, with instructions, £1. R.A.E. Correspondence Course, £3. WANTED: Circuit and/or handbook for Panda Cub Tx, and BC-348 Rx. — Jubb, 18 Morton Terrace, Gainsborough, Lincs.

51 12 COLLINS Communications Receiver, 30 bands 0-5-30 mc, in table cabinet, first-class condition, £165.—G3JNG, The Huon, Branksome Drive, Bournemouth.

COMMUNICATOR 2-metre Mobile Transmitter-Receiver, perfect order, complete, £50. Offers considered.—Fenton, Niarbly, Gay Bowers, Danbury, Chelmsford. (Danbury 518.)

SALE: AR77E Receiver, good condition, £20. Two brand-new transformers, 600-0-600v. 200 mA, 5v. 3A, 6-3v. 3A, £3; 400-0-400v. 5v. 3A, 6-3v. 1A, £2. One used transformer, 425-0-425v. 200 mA, £1. Kellow, Cross, St. Dominic, Cornwall.

EDDYSTONE 750 for sale, with matching speaker, S-meter and headphones, very good condition £50 o.n.o.? Buyer collects. — 36 Collodex Place, London, N.W.1. Callers after 5.30 p.m.

WANTED by R.A.F. Amateur posted overseas: Compact, medium-powered SSB Tx, similar G2DAF type. SELL: £388, £62; Challenger Tx, £40.—Burchell, Dukes Lane, Ballykelly, Co. Derry, N. Ireland.

YOU too can go on TWo! WITH THE TW RANGE OF V.H.F. EQUIPMENT “Top of the hill performance at a down to earth price”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TW Cascode Converter (You state I.F.)</td>
<td>11 gns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Converter P.S.U. (Silicon Rectifier)</td>
<td>4 gns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Nuvistor Converter with built-in P.S.U. (Simply connect to Rx, connect aerial and Tune 2)</td>
<td>£15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Nuvistor Preamplifier with built-in P.S.U.</td>
<td>6 gns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Mains Supply/Control Unit (Matches the TW2)</td>
<td>13 gns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Transistor Supply/Control Unit (12V)</td>
<td>21 gns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Halo Antenna (Easily mounted)</td>
<td>£2.17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW Mobile Mike (Crystal insert)</td>
<td>£2.19.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also available:

- See our complete range of equipment on Stand 16 at the RADIO HOBBIES EXHIBITION
- For full details of this equipment write to:

T. WITHERS (Electronics)
15B GILBERT STREET, ENFIELD, MIDDX.
G3HGE Tel. Waltham Cross 26638 G3HGE
ART13 WANTED, official manual. Carbon and dynamic mikes; also 1000v. and 400v. packs at 250 mA, mod. transformers, meters, going cheap; send for list.—Duncan, 12 Ivanhoe Place, Dundee.

TELEPRINTER, Creed Type 3, good condition, £10 10s. Buyer must collect.—G3NNM, 1 Belle Vue Road, Herne Bay, Kent.

SB-10 Sideband Adaptor for sale; all latest modifications and in excellent order, with manual, £25.—G3AFJ, 3 Hatherley Court Road, Cheltenham.

WANTED: Hallicrafters S27 or similar Rx in good condition, around £12. FOR SALE: Few 6AG7 valves, as new.—Box No. 2527, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

PANADAPTOR, Model Rx, input 450-470 kc, 3 in. tube, excellent condition, with manual; can be seen working; £30 o.n.o.? Cowl-gill beam turning motor, with electronic brake plus direction indicator, mounting bracket, etc., £3 10s. plus carriage.—Bennett, 45 Green Lane, Purley, Surrey.

PULLIN Series 100 Multimeter, 10,000 ohms PV, brand-new, never-used bargain, £8.—Gorman, 312 Burnfield Road, Manswood, Glasgow, S.3.

FOR SALE: Top Band Command Rx and R.1475, 2-20 mc. What offers? Also Type 12 Tx; will swap this for any Rx with built-in p/pack. WANTED: TCS Rx, less valves.—Waring, 1 Stagley Road, Moniton, Eccles, Manchester, Lancashire.

WANTED: "Viceroy" Transmitter. SALE: BC-453, £4; BC-455, £1 15s.; Hallicrafters, £10; BC-457, £1 5s. Complete 150w. 5-band TT21 Transmitter and p/pack, £18. 40-80m. 50w. phone, £3 10s. Class-D WaveMeter, £3 10s. Grundig Transistor Tape Recorder, £15. Or offers?—Armstrong, 32 Hillfield Place, Patterley, Cardigan.

AR88LF, with S-meter and manual in good condition; will deliver up to 50 miles; £35 o.n.o.?—Norrey, 23 Lea-House Road, Oldbury, Birmingham.

WANTED: HRO Bandspread Coil for 14 mc; also set of IFs for BC-454 Rx (1415 kc).—L. Arnold, 24 Albert Road, Stechford, Birmingham, 33.

R. 1155-N. Drive, PSU, o/p stage, fitted 160m.; new front panel; £8 10s. TCS 12 Rx, PSU, Q-Multiplier, £8 10s. Bendix RA-10DB PSU, £4. Share carriage.—Harwood, 14 Fairway Avenue, Tilehurst, Reading.

WANTED: BC-453 Receiver; prefer unmodified specimen, but would accept one modified to operate from 1-6 mc IF output; would collect within 50 miles Wickford.—Smith, 38 Leasway, Wickford, Essex.

MINIMITTER Amateur Bands converter for sale; IF 1-5 mc, new; £12 for quick sale; buyer collects.—Heath, 47 Tulsme Road, London, S.E.27.


MINIMITTER TX and ATU, £60; AR88LF, LS and manual, £30; Minimitter 8-bit converter, £10; Lionel Key Type J36, 30s. All in very good condition.—Fletcher, 13 Park Avenue, Cheadle, Staffs.

SALE: American Inverter; input 110 volts DC, output 110 volts AC 60 cycles, 450w.; little used; VP7 BB/MM; bargain, £15.—G3JAX, 17 Orchard Crescent, Edgeware, Middlesex.

G2ACC special offers—
Limited Period Reductions: 14 s.w.g. h/d enamelled copper aerial wire from 5d. to 4d. per yd.; Coaxial cable: 72 ohm standard low-loss from 9d. to 8d. yd.; extra low-loss from 1/7+ to 1/8 yd.; 20 ohm lightweight from 6d. to 5d. yd.; 1500v. and 400v. packs at 9d. to 7d. yd., 300 ohm low-loss from 2/9 to 2/4 yd.; Balanced twin-feeder: 72 ohm from 6d. to 5d. yd.; 300 ohm ribbon lightweight from 9d. to 8d. yd.; output 110 volts DC, 450w.; little used; VP7 BB/MM; American Inverter; input 110 volts AC 60 cycles, 450w.; little used; VP7 BB/MM; bargain, £15.—G3JAX, 17 Orchard Crescent, Edgeware, Middlesex.

SPECIAL Amateur Licence Morse Course
COMPLETELY NEW METHOD takes all the drudgery out of learning Morse. Passes secured in all cases, even after previous failures.

By using SPECIALLY prepared recordings (3 speed L.P. player required) students learn automatically and without effort, perfect Morse in half the time required by any other method. Lease S.A.E. for booklet. Tape/Disc/Tape Service also available.

G3HSC, 45 Green Lane, Purley, Surrey.

LEARN
RADIO AND TV SERVICING
for your OWN BUSINESS/HOBBY
by a new exciting no maths system, using practical equipment recently introduced to this country

FREE Brochure from:
RADIOSTRUCTOR Dept. 65 Reading, Berks
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Limited Period Reductions: 14 s.w.g. h/d enamelled copper aerial wire from 5d. to 4d. per yd.; Coaxial cable: 72 ohm standard low-loss from 9d. to 8d. yd.; extra low-loss from 1/7+ to 1/8 yd.; 20 ohm lightweight from 6d. to 5d. yd.; 1500v. and 400v. packs at 9d. to 7d. yd., 300 ohm low-loss from 2/9 to 2/4 yd.; Balanced twin-feeder: 72 ohm from 6d. to 5d. yd.; 300 ohm ribbon lightweight from 9d. to 8d. yd.; output 110 volts DC, 450w.; little used; VP7 BB/MM; American Inverter; input 110 volts AC 60 cycles, 450w.; little used; VP7 BB/MM; bargain, £15.—G3JAX, 17 Orchard Crescent, Edgeware, Middlesex.
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JACK TWEEDY
G 3 Z Y
SPEEDY AND RELIABLE SERVICE
Eddystone Receivers and accessories stocked.
Most First Class manufacturers components available.

electronic supplies

Quotations for specific requirements on request.
All items guaranteed

Catalogue 9d. post free
(9d. refunded on first order)

Catalogue No. 12. 56 pages, illustrated, with over 2,000 new guaranteed items by leading makers. 9d. post free (refund on first order), U.K. and H.M. Forces.

21 BIRKIN LANE, GRASSMOOR, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYS
Telephone: Holmewood 506

November, 1961
Volume XIX
THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

H. WHITAKER G3SJ
Court Road - Newton Ferrers - SOUTH DEVON
(A.R.B. APPROVED)

Precision crystals of all types in a wide variety of bases covering the complete range 50 kc/s to 18 mc/s in fundamental frequencies. All are made to extremely fine tolerances and frequency adjustment can be given up to .005%. Plated electrodes of gold, silver, or aluminium with wired in spot welded contacts are available. Quotations can be given for any type of cut, or mode of oscillation, including a complete range of filters with zero temperature co-efficient over a sensibly wide temperature range.

Special Offer:
400 crystals in the range 7100 to 7150 kc/s inclusive. Brand new and unused post-war production. Specification: BT cuts, zero temperature co-efficient, gold plated electrodes, wired into FT 241 type holders with standard pin spacing. Accurately calibrated. Better than average activity, EPR is better than 14 K. Ohms at 30 pf input capacity. Price 18/- each, post free. All fully guaranteed and unrepeatable at today's prices. The offer applies only to the range mentioned above, all frequencies between 7100 and 7150 kc/s available.

VHF ENTHUSIASTS
No more change of doublers! A complete new range of crystals for DIRECT output up to 74 mc/s when using only a simple RF pentode oscillator such as Z77, EF80, etc., full details of this range on request.

ATTENTION ALL RADIO CLUB MEMBERS
In the early summer we posted leaflets to 200 Radio Clubs, offering ONE "OLYMPIC" TRANSMITTER TO EACH CLUB AT COST PRICE in order to keep our staff fully occupied during the slack period. We have since received numerous letters from Club Members stating that they were not informed of this very special offer, and asking if it is still open.

As our busy season has now started, we can only keep this offer open for the FIRST TEN CLUB MEMBERS to reply to this Notice, and the final closing date is the end of November. IF YOU want a TOP CLASS Transmitter AT COST PRICE, do not delay. Send 3d. stamp for our special leaflet on this offer, stating name of your Radio Club. Only One TX per Club.

30% DISCOUNT TO CLUBS ON MASTS AND KITS
OLYMPIC WORKS, 136a, MARKHAM RD., BOURNEMOUTH (Tel. Winton 630)

THE SPOT
G3EKX
DERBY

THE TOP TEN

1 EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS, 6DBX. £140 - 889A. £110 : 840A. £35 - 870A. £23 10s. and the new 840C. £38. All in stock.
2 HALLICRAFTERS. HT77. £215 - SX101A. £187 - SX111. £120 : SX110. £78 - SX38. £28 10s.
3 BIRKETT'S BETTER BEAMS. 8 element Yagi. Wide spaced for 2 metres, 99/- with 3 element Yagi bracket. 5 element. 39/6. Add on 3 element for fitting to 5 element, 19/6. All plus 3/6 carriage.
5 EX5322 MOD. TRANSFORMERS, 7/- plus 2/- P.P.; Driver, 6/- plus 2/- P.P. Have you got a spare?
7 'S' METERS SCALED 0-9 + 30 DBS. F.S.D. I M/A. Square flush fitting, using 1/2" round hole in panel. Improved type and very attractive, face is 1/4" square. Price 35/- 116 P.P.
8 STABILISED POWER UNITS. I/P - 115v. or 230v. A.C. 50 c.p.s. O/Ps - 350v.-125 m/a. and 180-220v. stabilised. Also neg. bias O/P 120v. stabilised and 4.5v. 12 amps. (plus). This pack is extremely well made with five valves, double chokes, paper condensers, etc. All tested on mains 230v. before despatch. Size: 16" x 8" x 9" Price, real snap, 55/- each, carriage 8/6.
9 5.5 B. BITS AND PIECES, OAT79 pairs, 8/- P.P. 6d. M.S.E. I.F.s, 12/6 pair, P.P. 6d. 3" square, long and short types, cans, formers and slugs, 1/6 each, P.P. 6d. Ferrite 1" rings, 1/6 each, P.P. 6d. 889 Eddystone Dials, 71/4, 1/6 P.P. 1k. lin. carbon, 3/- each, P.P. 6d., etc.
10 JAP STICK MIKE. Black and chrome (stal) beautifully designed with switch, neck cord, screw fitting for base. 100-8,000 c.p.s., 45/- + 2/- P.P. Heavy base to match, 13/6 + 1/6 P.P. More goods as advertised in recent issues of Short Wave Magazine still available, BY RETURN SERVICE.

NORMAN BIRKETT LTD
THE SPOT, 26 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY
AMATEUR TRANSMITTER. Model DX-100U. Covers all amateur bands from 160-10 metres, 150 watts D.C. Input. Self-contained including power supply, modulator and V.F.O. £18 10 0

AMATEUR TRANSMITTER. Model DX-40U. Compact and self-contained. From 80-10 m. Power input 75 w. C.W. 60 w. peak, C.C. phone. Output 40 w. to aerial. Provision for V.F.O. ... £32 10 0

VAR. FREQ. OSCILLATOR VF-1U. Calibrated 160-10 m. Fund. outputs on 160 & 40 m. Ideal for DX-40U and similar TX's £11 2 0

GRID DIP METER. Model GD-IU. Continuous coverage 1.8 to 250 Mc/s. Self-contained. 5 plug-in coils supplied ... £10 9 6

TRANSISTORISED GD. METER LI0. £15 10 0

AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR. Model AG-9U. 10 c/s from 100 kc/s, switch selected. Distortion less than 0.1%. 10 v. sine wave output metered in volts and dB's. £19 19 6

VALVE VOLTMETER. Model V-7A. Measures volts to 1,500 (D.C. and RMS) and 4,000 pk. to pk. Res. 0.1 Ω to 1,000 M Ω D.C. input imped. 11 M Ω. Complete with test prods, leads and standardising battery £13 0 0

R.F. PROBE. Model 309-CU. Extends the frequency range of our V-7A to 100 Mc/s, and enables useful voltage indication to be obtained up to 300 Mc/s. ... £1 9 6

OSCILLOSCOPE. Model O-12U. Has wide-band amplifiers, essential for TV servicing, F.M. alignment, etc. Vertical freq. response 3 c/s to over 5 Mc/s, without extra switching. T/P covers from 10 c/s to 500 kc/s. 5 ranges... £36 10 0

ELECTRONIC SWITCH. Model S-3U. (Oscilloscope Trace Doubler). Enables a single beam oscilloscope to give simultaneous traces of two separate and independent signals. Switch rates approx. 150, 500, 1,500, 5,000 and 15,000 c/s. ... £10 15 6

CAPACITANCE METER CM-IU. Direct-reading 4½ in. scale. Full-scale ranges. 0-100 pF, 0-1,000 ΩF, 0-0.01 µF and 0-0.1 µF £14 10 0

AUDIO WATTMETER. Model AW-IU. Up to 25 w. continuous, 50 w. intermittent ... £14 14 0

Please send me FREE CATALOGUE (Yes/No)

Full details of model(s) ..................................................

NAME ..................................................

ADDRESS ..................................................

Please send to: DAYSTROM LIMITED, DEPT. SW11, GLOUCESTER, ENGLAND

A member of the Daystrom Group, manufacturers of the WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING ELECTRONIC KITS